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Abstract
An important issue in today’s information society is the security of data
transmission against potential intruders, which always put at risk the con-
fidentiality. Current methods to increase security require that the two par-
ties wishing to transmit information, exchange or share one or more secu-
rity keys. Once the key has been identified, the information can be trans-
ferred in a provable secure way using a one-time pad, i. e. the key length
is as long as the plaintext. Therefore, the security of the information trans-
mission is based exclusively on the security of the key exchange. Quan-
tum cryptography, or more precisely quantum key distribution (QKD),
guarantees absolutely secure key distribution based on the principles of
quantum physics, according to which it is not possible to measure or re-
produce a state (e.g. polarization or phase of a photon) without being
detected. The key is generated out from the measurement of the informa-
tion encoded into specific quantum states of a photon, named qubits. For
example, a qubit can be created using properties such as the polarization
or the phase of a photon.
Achieved goals of this thesis are the development of a new class of
high speed integrated photonic sources for applications in quantum key
distribution systems, capable of producing unprecedented qubit rates (100
Mbps - 1 Gbps) and transmitting those over larger distances than those
achieved so far (> 200 km). More specifically the work has been fo-
cused on developing faint pulse sources which can be used in very de-
manding environmental conditions, such as those in Space. For the de-
velopment of these sources, apart from the optical design, essential is the
opto-mechanical engineering as well as the integration with the electron-
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ics. One of the objectives was to achieve very high level of integration and
power efficiency, e.g. volumes and power consumption between 10 and
100 times smaller than those typical of a laboratory experiment. More-
over, work in related parts of a whole QKD transmission system has been
carried out. In particular, a new scheme for a compact, fast and simple
random number generator has been demonstrated successfully achieving
a random number generation rate of 1.1 Gbps. Also, during the course of
this thesis, the development and engineering of a free-space QKD optical
link has been initiated.
This thesis makes use of novel ideas to alternatively demonstrate proof-
of-concept experiments, which could then further develop into commer-
cial products. To this end, close collaborations with world-wide leading
companies in the field have been established. The Optoelectronics Group
at ICFO has been involved in current European Space Agency (ESA)
projects to develop a small footprint and low power consumption quantum
transceiver and a high-flux entangled photon source.
Resum
En l’actual societat del coneixement e´s important la seguretat en la trans-
misson de dades contra potencial intrusos, els quals sempre posen en
risc la confidencialitat. Me`todes actuals per incrementar la seguretat re-
quereixen que les dos parts que volen transmetres informacio´, intercanviin
o comparteixin una o me´s claus. Una vegada la clau ha estat identificada,
la informacio´ pot ser transferida de forma provadament segura utilitzant
”‘one-time pad”’. Per tant, la seguretat en la transmissio´ de la informacio´
es basa exclusivament en la seguretat en l’intercanvi de la clau. La crip-
tografia qua`ntica, o me´s precisament distribucio´ de clau qua`ntica (QKD),
garanteix absolutament la seguretat de la distribucio´ de la clau basant-se
en els principis de la fı´sica qua`ntica, segons la qual no e´s possible mesurar
o reproduı¨r un estat (p. e. la polaritzacio´ o fase d’un foto´) sense ser detec-
tat. La clau es genera a partir de les mesures de la informacio´ codificada
en estat qua`ntics del foto´, anomenats qubits. Per exemple, un qubit pot
ser creat utilitzant propietats com la polaritzacio´ o fase d’un foto´.
Els objectius aconseguits d’aquesta tesis so´n el desenvolupament d’una
nova classe d’emissors foto`nics d’alta velocitat per a aplicacions en sis-
temes de distribucio´ de clau qua`ntica, capac¸os de produı¨r velocitats de
qubit sense precedents (100 Mbps - 1 Gbps) i transmetre’ls a trave´s de
dista`ncies me´s llunyanes que les aconseguides fins ara (> 200 Km). Me´s
en concret el treball s’ha centrat en el desenvolupament de fonts de pulsos
atenuats que poden ser usades en condicions ambientals molt extremes,
com les presents a l’Espai. Per al desenvolupament d’aquestes fonts,
apart del disseny o`ptic, importantı´ssim es l’enginyeria optomeca`nica com
tambe´ la integracio´ amb la electro`nica. Un dels objectius ha estat acon-
iv
seguir un molt alt nivel de integracio´ i eficie`ncia de pote`ncia, p. e. volums
i consums de pote`ncia entre 10 i 100 vegades me´s petits que els tı´pics en
experiments de laboratori. Ademe´s, s’ha realitzat treball en altres parts
relacionades amb un sistema de transmissio´ QKD. En particular, un nou
esquema per a un generador de nu´meros aleatori compacte, ra`pid i simple
ha estat positivament demostrat aconseguint velocitats de generacio´ de
nu´meros aleatoris de 1.1 Gbps. Tambe´, el desenvolupament i enginyeria
d’un enllac¸ o`ptic per a QKD en espai lliure ha estat iniciat durant aquesta
tesis.
Aquesta tesis utilitza idees novedoses per a demostrar experiments de
prova de concepte, els quals poden esdevenir en productes comercials. Per
a aquest fi, s’han establert col·laboracions amb empreses internacionals
lı´ders del sector. A me´s a me´s, el Grup d’Optoelectro`nica de ICFO ha
estat invol·lucrat en projectes de la Age`ncia Espacial Europea (ESA) per
a desenvolupar un transceptor qua`ntic de tamany reduı¨t i baix consum de
pote`ncia, el qual tambe´ conte´ una font de fotons entrellac¸ats d’alt flux.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Quantum optics
Quantum optics deals with the study of the nature and effects of light as
quantized photons. According to quantum theory, an electro-magnetic
field at optical frequencies may be not only considered as a wave but also
as a stream of particles called photons, hence it is quantized. Fundamental
characteristics allowing to work in the quantum domain at optical wave-
lengths are convenient sources and detectors, and energy spacing of the
quantum levels larger than the thermal energy [1–3].
The average photon flux of an optical beam can have a well-defined
value determined by the intensity, which corresponds to an average detec-
tor count rate. But, considering more in detail the detection time intervals
between photons, statistical fluctuations arise from the fact that the opti-
cal beam is quantized. Thus, in quantum optics, it is of relevant interest
to infer the intrinsic photon number statistics of the light beam more than
the average photon number.
To measure the photon statistics, high efficiency detectors are required.
With such detectors, the photon-counting statistics give a true measure of
the incoming photon statistics, with a fidelity that increases as the effi-
ciency of the detectors increases. Otherwise, in the limit of very low
efficiencies, the time intervals between the photo-electrons becomes com-
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pletely random, and the counting statistics are Poissonian for all possible
incoming distributions.
1.1.1 Photon statistics and detection theory
A photon flux can be classified into three different photon number statis-
tics, meaning the number of photons per given interval when having enough
time resolution: Poissonian, Super-Poissonian and Sub-Poissonian.
We will focus in coherent light beam which have Poissonian photon
number statistics. For instance, the output of strongly attenuated lasers
can be best approximated by a Poissonian distribution, no matter which
statistics has the laser in a non-attenuated regime [4]. The Poissonian and
exponential distributions are related. If the number of counts follows a
Poissonian distribution, then the interval between individual counts fol-
lows an exponential distribution.
Thus, when single photon counters are used in coherent light beams,
Poissonian timing statistics arise. Single photon detectors generate a de-
tection pulse whenever an electron pair is generated and if followed by
timing analysis equipment, they provide photon-counts statistics. Elec-
tron pairs can be generated due to photo-electron pairs in the signal as well
as background photons; while electron pairs can also be generated from
electron recombination, generating dark counts. In photon-count systems,
all forms of loss and inefficiency will tend to degrade the photon-count
statistics to the Poissonian case. In order to correctly treat the informa-
tion generated by the single photon detectors, the statistic properties of
the different involved contributions has to be fully understood. In partic-
ular, if it is considered the count statistics detected in a given time, signal
photons, background photons as well as dark counts are uncorrelated and
follow Poissonian photon number statistics.
Considering attenuated pulsed coherent light beams, the photon num-
ber statistics of the different pulses follows Poissonian statistics but the
time window of expected signal detections is limited to the time width of
the pulse. Instead, the background noise and dark counts are distributed
over time and thus, those detections outside the expected timing win-
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dow for the signal photons can be filtered out by software algorithms and
detector-gating techniques.
Given a coherent signal state with mean photon number n¯, the yield
Yi of an i-photon is the conditional probability of a detection event, over
a transmission line with transmission ηi, at the receiver side given that the
transmitter sends out an i-photon state. Note that Y0 is the background
rate, which includes the detector dark count and other background con-
tributions such as stray light. Thus, the yield of an i-photon state mainly
comes from two parts, background and true signal. Assuming that the
background counts are independent of the signal photon detection, Yi is
given by
Yi = Y0 + ηi − Y0ηi ∼= Y0 + ηi (1.1)
where Y0 and ηi are small. Typically the detections are limited to specific
time windows, thus the yield of background is the product of background
rate Rb and the time window width τc, Y0 = Rbτc. Also, in common
transmission lines (i.e, free-space or optical fibers) the transmission is in-
dependent of the particular state i-photon, thus common to any i-photon,
η = ηi.
The gain Qi of an i-photon is the product of the probability of send-
ing out an i-photon state and the conditional probability that lead to a
detection event. The gain of the i-photon state Qi is given by
Qi = Yi
n¯i
i!
e−n¯ (1.2)
Thus, the gainQn¯ of a coherent state with mean photon number n¯ is given
by
Qn¯ =
∞∑
i=0
Yi
n¯i
i!
e−n¯ = Y0 + 1− e−ηn¯ (1.3)
1.2 Quantum communication
Quantum communication (QC) is based on the generation, transmission
and detection of quantum states (qubits) of individual entities that act
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as carriers, such as photons. In the last two decades, QC has steadily
gained importance and attention for different reasons. On the one hand,
in state-of-the-art free-space optical communication links, the increasing
bit rate and the substantial loss, due to atmospheric scattering and in-
trinsic diffraction, significantly reduces the energy (i.e. the number of
photons) the bits are encoded with. This tendency toward the so-called
single photon regime makes the quantum nature emerge and to be con-
sidered as essential. This regime is also typical for the new generation
deep-space links [5]. On the other hand, information is physical and any
processing of information is always performed by physical means, hence
when working at the quantum regime a fundamental new discipline arises
which is commonly know as quantum theory of information [6]. Quan-
tum physics allows the construction of qualitatively new systems with no
classical counterpart, i.e. new types of logic gates (quantum computa-
tion), secure cryptosystems (quantum key distribution), teleportation of
information (quantum teleportation). Thus, the realization of quantum
communication is of paramount importance in many quantum informa-
tion applications, certainly in high bit rate long-distance quantum com-
munication systems non-trivial issues emerge.
At present, photons are suitable carrier entities for long-distance quan-
tum communication. Other systems such as atoms or ions are being stud-
ied thoroughly, however their applicability is not practical within the near
future. In long-distance communications, the inevitable losses on the
channel constitute an important source of noise, in that an absorbed quan-
tum in the signal cannot be detected by the receiver. In modern fiber-based
optical communication, this issue is overcome by the use of repeaters or
amplifiers which, respectively, measure and regenerate the signal or am-
plify its intensity. For quantum channels, however, these processes are
unsatisfactory as the level of the added noise acts to destroy the quan-
tum information carried. Firstly, any measurement of the qubit leads to
a change of at least some of the possible states of the qubit. Secondly,
amplification to generate copies of the quantum state is a more subtle
process, in that it does not include a measurement and so does not reveal
any information about the state. It is, nevertheless, impossible to accu-
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rately copy the unknown state of a quantum system. This is known as the
no-cloning theorem [7, 8].
In practice, there are two media that can propagate photons: opti-
cal fibers and free-space. Each of these two possible choices implies the
use of the corresponding appropriate wavelength. For optical fibers, the
classical telecom choices are 1300 nm and 1550 nm and hence any real-
world-application of quantum communication in fibers showed to work
at this wavelengths. For free-space the favored choice is at shorter wave-
lengths, around 800 nm, where efficient detectors exist and diffraction is
lower.
1.2.1 Free-space quantum communication
In many applications, free space optical (FSO) communications is the
technology of choice to transmit information, especially when fiber opti-
cal cabling is not easily achievable or its installation is too expensive [9].
Compared to radio frequency (RF) techniques, its main advantages lie
in high data rates (up to several Gbps), minimum free space losses due
to the small optical beam divergence and absence of regulatory issues
thanks to the low interference level [10–12]. Therefore FSO communica-
tion is favorable for high data-rate, long-range point-to-point links, where
the terminal size, mass, and power consumption are subjected to strong
limitations, such is the case of aeronautical or space platforms.
Optical fiber link losses (0.2 dB/km) or atmospheric free-space at-
tenuation (0.1 dB/km), and current photon-detector technology limit QC
on Earth to around 200 km [13], while those problems are less severe in
Space (line-of-sight limitation). Thus, a versatile global QC system will
combine fiber, free-space and Space transmission to overcome the current
limit due to loss.
Quantum information, on a photon, may be encoded through several
degrees of freedom. Table 1.2.1 summarizes the possible approaches, list-
ing the advantages and disadvantages of each of them. Thus, a convenient
encoding for free-space quantum communication is based on polarization
since this degree of freedom can be sent through the atmosphere with very
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high quality.
One of the most relevant free-space quantum communication demon-
stration is described in reference [14]. The Canary Islands (Spain) were
chosen as location for the inter-island link to be established between a
transmitter at the Observatorio Roque de los Muchachos on the island of
La Palma and a receiver at the Observatorio del Teide on the neighbor-
ing island of Tenerife, 144 km apart. The established quantum channel
through the atmosphere can be considered a worst case scenario for a
space-to-ground link from the atmospheric turbulence point of view. As
a matter of fact the overall end-to-end loss of this horizontal atmospheric
link is about 25-35 dB, which is comparable to the link loss between a
LEO satellite and a ground receiver (although at a much longer link dis-
tance). Effects caused by atmospheric turbulence (e.g. random rotation
of single photon’s polarization, time-of-arrival jitter due to fluctuations
of the optical path) have been demonstrated to be tolerable in terms of
potential quantum state decoherence [15].
Free-space transmission is highly representative of Space transmis-
sion. Thus, an intermediate milestone, certainly, is free-space QC and
in particular to achieve practical polarization control and synchronization
with adequate signal to noise ratio. The ultimate milestone is the demon-
stration of a QC protocol in a satellite-to-ground down-link configura-
tion [16]. This link will be a very important ingredient in the realization
of a global QC scheme. Furthermore, the unique features of Space offer
extremely long propagation paths to explore the limits of the validity of
quantum physics principles. In particular Space QC can potentially of-
fer a unique test bed of quantum entanglement over a distance exceeding
1000 km, which is not feasible on the ground.
1.2.2 Synchronization techniques
In QC systems, a common issue is the electronic synchronization between
the source and the receiver, i.e. the capability of identifying each optical
detection with the corresponding emitted qubit. Moreover, accurate syn-
chronization to timescales shorter than the time duration of a transmission
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Degree of
freedom
Expected be-
havior in at-
mospheric
transmission
Experimental
advantage
Experimental challenge
Polarization Well tested in at-
mospheric turbu-
lence and it is es-
sentially not af-
fected.
Straight for-
ward.
Polarization alignment of
birefringent elements and
surfaces in the channel and
rotation of the sender and
receiver.
Phase/Time
bin
Not tested in
turbulent at-
mosphere. In
principle, it could
work.
Only a well
defined polar-
ization trans-
mitted, possibly
polarization
independent
channel.
Active stabilization of un-
balanced interferometers at
the source and the re-
ceivers.
Spatial
mode
Not expected
to function in
turbulent atmo-
sphere since
any wave-front
distortion leads to
decoherence.
No polarization
dependence.
Perfect compensation of the
wave-front distortions re-
quired.
Frequency
bin
Not tested in
atmosphere, but
could work.
No polarization
dependence.
Phase of the states are a in-
herent function of time (not
constant) and therefore the
paths might need to be sta-
bilized interferometrically.
Continuous
variables.
Not tested in
atmosphere, but
could work.
Simple sources
and detectors.
Loss tolerance presently
only to about 10 dB.
Table 1.1: Types of encoding of quantum information on a photon.
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pulse is necessary in order to maintain a narrow time window to filter the
background and dark counts from single-photon detectors. A typical time
window τc is chosen to be slightly larger than the detector time jitter,
which is of the order of τd = 500 ps, and pulse time width or coher-
ence time of the signal. This requires establishing a common time base or
synchronization between the transmitter and the receiver.
It is not convenient to digitally sample the single-photon detectors,
recording whether there was a detection or not, at a given rate since most
of the samples will present no detection. This results in too much data to
be processed in a very low efficient manner and computationally difficult.
Instead, it is common to use time-tagging hardware, which records only
positive detections giving them a unique time-stamp. Using time-tagging
hardware, for the synchronization, two issues have to be addressed. First
the detection instances will have an unknown time offset ∆T with respect
the emission times of the transmitter. Second, clocks drift one respect
the other mainly because practical clock performances and atmospheric
time-of-arrival fluctuations, interpreted as a relative frequency accuracy
∆u.
Relevant theory of time-of-arrival fluctuations in free-space
Pulse broadening can be calculated from knowledge of the two-frequency
mutual coherence function (MCF) [17]. The two-frequency MCF is an
important quantity by itself as it provides a measure of the coherence
bandwidth and the coherence time. The coherence bandwidth limits the
speed of transmission without distortion, while the coherence time is the
necessary time in order that the transmission channel changes signifi-
cantly. At optical frequencies, 1 ns pulses can be considered narrow-band
thus no distortion and no pulse broadening is a limiting impairment for
the transmission.
The turbulent atmospheric optical channel can be characterized, to a
first approximation, as a log-normal fading channel having a large coher-
ence bandwidth (≥ 10 GHz), a long coherence time (≥ 1 ms), negligible
multi path time dispersion (≤ 1 ps) and a significant dispersion in space
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and spatial frequency [18]. But, beam spreading induced by turbulence
limits the average far-field beam width of a collimated laser beam. Thus,
a narrow transmitter beam can suffer significant loss of antenna gain.
In addition, turbulence may induce angle-of-arrival (phase) fluctuations
which limit the energy collection capability of a diffraction-limited re-
ceiver observing a single or few spatial modes. Furthermore, turbulence-
induced scintillations can degrade communication performance signifi-
cantly through deep signal fades.
Initialization of data receiving
In a practical QC implementation, the clocks can be coarsely synchro-
nized by conventional means (e.g. using the network time protocol), so
it can be assumed that ∆T will not exceed a few hundred milliseconds.
Other techniques rely on GPS signals or using bright pulses.
Practical clocks (rubidium and crystal oscillators) have a limited fre-
quency accuracy (instead of clocking at 10 MHz they might clock at 10.01
MHz) and a limited stability (is the variation over time of the output fre-
quency). Rubidium clocks have a relative frequency accuracy of 10−11,
while standard crystal oscillators have a relative frequency accuracy of
10−4 and a stability of 10−6 to 10−7. In time-stamp applications, what
matters, is the relative frequency difference between the two clocks ∆u
and the time offset ∆T . The detection time t′, given the transmitter time
t, is connected via
t′ = (t+ ∆T ) · (1 + ∆u) (1.4)
To date, there are different practical ways to achieve clock synchro-
nization in QC among the two parties, the transmitter and the receiver.
One is to use time-stamp hardware with stabilized local software-controlled
phase-lock loop clocks driven by the detected photon signal [19] (in par-
ticular for correlated photon pairs see [20]) or by the ultra precise global
position system (GPS) signal [21]. The other method is to make use of
a classical synchronization channel between the transmitter and the re-
ceiver. In particular for defined time-of-arrival systems a periodic bright
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pulse, of a different wavelength, can be used as precursor to open a time
gate for the subsequent signal photon [22, 23].
Pilot signal synchronization: allows the receiver to synchronize its
local oscillator to the carrier frequency and phase of the received signal
from the transmitter. When an unmodulated carrier component is trans-
mitted along with the information-bearing signal, the receiver employs a
phase-locked loop (PLL) to acquire and track the carrier component. The
PLL is designed to have a narrow bandwidth so that it is not significantly
affected by the presence of frequency components for the information-
bearing signal.
In practice, the selection of the bandwidth of the PLL involves a trade-
off between speed of response and noise in the phase estimate. On the one
hand, it is desirable to select the bandwidth of the loop to be sufficiently
wide to track any time variations in the phase of the received carrier. On
the other, a wide band PLL allows more noise to pass into the loop, which
corrupts the phase estimate. Typically, phase noise introduces a jitter of
few ps using standard PLL.
Periodic synchronization signal: the transmitter emits a strong light
pulse, which acts as a synchronization light (SL) on each or at some clock
cycles. After a certain time delay t, a data burst is launched towards the
receiver. At the receiver, the arrival time of the SL is used as a reference
time to turn on a timing gate in which a data burst is expected. In gen-
eral, the SL is detected by a photo detector (PD) and a constant fraction
discriminator (CFD) to generate the time reference. The amplitude of the
output of the PD is directly proportional to the intensity of the light. In
free-space, the intensity of the SL varies due to the atmospheric distur-
bance, so does the pulse height of the output of the PD. The CFD mini-
mizes the effect of amplitude fluctuations in the input signal. The trigger
time of a CFD is nearly independent of the amplitude of input pulse [22].
A certain time delay t is needed to account for the limited bandwidth
of the pulse detection and gating triggering components at the receiver,
as well as to reduce background noise due to the synchronization pulse,
even if implemented at different wavelengths.
This works for defined time-of-arrival systems, where a specific tim-
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ing frame for the data transmission is employed.
GPS driven stabilized local clocks: uses local oven-stabilized 10
MHz clocks driven by the ultra precise global position systems (GPS)
signal. Synchronization down to 1 ns can be achieved. In order to ini-
tially synchronize the received data, a correlation computation can be
performed. Correlation computations are efficiently performed by Fast
Fourier Transform (FFT) algorithms.
Detected photon signal driven clocks: an algorithm to detect the
time and frequency differences of independent clocks based on observa-
tion of the photon pulses, in particular for correlated photons in EPS sys-
tems [20]. It is a non decision-directed method, since signals are treated as
random variables, where synchronization is obtained out of the received
signal. This method applies to cases where detection times of photons at
the receiver location are recorded, and information is identified based on
these time stamps. This method requires stable and synchronous clocks
to be used for the time stamping. As long as the signal events are initially
identified, the drift of the clocks can be tracked directly form the detected
signal (tracking algorithm). In this simplest form, where signals events
can be identified, a moving average of the time difference ∆t = ti − tj
between signal events can be used to track a drift of the reference time
between the two sides.
It is practical to retrieve the initial time offset ∆T by computing a
correlation from a data set of time duration Ta. ∆T has to be estimated
with an uncertainty δτc, smaller than τc. It is needed to average n time
differences ∆t, given by
n =
(
τd
2
√
2 ln 2δτc
)2
+ 1 =
(
σ
δτc
)2
+ 1 (1.5)
where σ is the time standard deviation of the jitter. Assuming that the jitter
has a Gaussian time distribution statistic, τd = 2
√
2 ln 2σ. To obtain n
signal detections the time synchronization data set Ta = n/Rb, where Rb
is the expected signal detection rate. Therefore, during Ta the two clocks
should not frequency drift more than τc/Ta, so that signal events fall in
the expected time window τc. This translates into a system specification
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relative frequency accuracy given by ∆u ≤ τc/ (n/Rb).
In order to compute the relative frequency difference ∆u, two clock
data sets separated in time by Ts are used. The larger Ts, the faster the
refining correction algorithm finishes, but the longer the initial synchro-
nization sequence has to be. The relative frequency difference has to be
know with an uncertainty such that along the time Ta an event does not
fell outside the time resolution bin, given by Ta · δu ≤ δτc. Once the time
offset ∆T is known with an accuracy δτc, the relative frequency differ-
ence ∆u is known with an accuracy δu ≈ √2δτc/Ts.
Noise filtering
In order to reduce the background and dark count rates, there are three
main methods: spectral, spatial and temporal filtering. Dichroic and opti-
cal interference filters reduce background-noise by strongly attenuating
spectral contributions outside an operating bandwidth, typically 3 nm.
Clearly, the spectral components of the signal are within this operation
bandwidth. Spatial filtering is related to the effective field-of-view (FOV)
of the receiver system. The receiver FOV is the resultant of a receiving
telescope system and detector’s spatial acceptance characteristics. Com-
monly, the FOV of the receiver system is adjusted to allocate the diameter
of the signal spot at the receiver plus some extra marging around to ac-
count for beam wandering and the alignment tracking capabilities of the
whole system. The temporal filtering, or time gate filtering, consists in
blocking noise photons arriving outside the expected narrow time win-
dow. The narrower the time gate is, the more efficiency this method can
achieve. However, a narrow time gate requires precise synchronization
between the sender and receiver. The parameter which limits how nar-
row the time window can be is the timing jitter (particularly the detectors’
jitter).
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1.3 Quantum key distribution
Cryptography consists of algorithms and protocols that can be used to
ensure the confidentiality, the authenticity and the integrity of communi-
cations. Quantum cryptography is an application of quantum information
that has already reached the level of commercial maturity. Processing
with off-the-shelf commercial systems already available. Securing to-
day’s encrypted data against future cracking is the driving motivation for
quantum cryptography. The target market expands over the next 15 years
from niche users such as governments, defense and research institutes
to encompass commercial organizations needing to protect confidential
customer information, e.g. large financial, accountancy and law firms.
Quantum key distribution (QKD) makes use of quantum optics to guaran-
tee unconditional secure communication [24–26]. It enables two or more
parties to produce a shared random secret key known only to them, which
can then be used to encrypt and decrypt information. QKD is part of the
broader field of quantum cryptography, which is fundamented in quantum
information.
The security of QKD relies on the foundations of quantum mechanics,
in contrast to the public key distribution protocol which relies on the com-
putational difficulty of certain mathematical functions, and cannot pro-
vide any indication of eavesdropping or guarantee of key security. QKD
is only used to produce and distribute a key, not to transmit any message
data. This key can then be used with any chosen encryption algorithm
to encrypt (and decrypt) a message, which can then be transmitted over
a standard communication channel. The algorithm most commonly asso-
ciated with QKD is the one-time pad, as it is provably secure when used
with a secret random key. QKD guarantees absolutely secure key dis-
tribution based on principles of quantum physics [24, 25], since it is not
possible to measure or reproduce a state (e.g. polarization or phase of a
photon) without being detected [7,8,27]. This results from a fundamental
aspect of quantum mechanics: the process of measuring a quantum sys-
tem in general disturbs the system. The key can be generated from the
measurement of the information encoded into specific quantum states of
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a photon (qubits), using properties such as the polarization or the phase.
An important and unique property of QKD is the ability of the two com-
municating users to detect the presence of any third party trying to gain
knowledge of the key. A third party trying to eavesdrop on the key must
in some way measure it, thus introducing detectable anomalies. By using
quantum superposition or quantum entanglement and transmitting infor-
mation in quantum states, a communication system can be implemented
which detects eavesdropping. If the level of eavesdropping is below a cer-
tain threshold, a key can be produced that is unconditionally guaranteed
to be secure, otherwise no secure key is possible and communication is
aborted.
In QKD systems, one is interested in maximizing three quantities -
the secure key generation rate; the tolerable error rate known as quantum
bit error rate (QBER); and, closely related, the maximal secure distance.
QKD schemes employ single photons sent through a quantum channel,
plus classical communications over a public channel to generate a se-
cure shared key. The most common schemes are known as the BB84
protocol [28] and Ekert91 [29]. Although single photon sources may
be very useful for quantum computing, they are not strictly required for
QKD [30, 31]. A relevant feature of QKD is that the security is linked to
the one-time-pad transmission, i.e. the key has to be used once and has
to be equal or similar in size to the information being transmitted. This,
and the relative difficulty of generating true single photons, motivates also
other approaches based on conventional light sources, such as faint pulse
sources. Another way of performing QKD is exploiting entanglements,
i.e. quantum correlations between photons (signal and idler) generated
from the same photon (pump). Entangled photon sources allow distribut-
ing random but perfectly correlated sequences between two distant points.
1.3.1 QKD protocol principles
Generally, a QKD implementation starts by sending to the receiver, Bob,
a long sequence of qubits. Without loss of generality it can be considered
that the transmitter, Alice, has generated these qubits considering at least
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two non-orthogonal quantum measurement basis; i.e. qubits encoded into
vertical-horizontal or circular right - circular left polarization basis. Bob,
for each single qubit, randomly selects one of the measurement basis and
records the obtained results as either 0 or 1, as agreed with Alice. Then,
in the bases announcement stage, Bob publicly reveal the measurement
bases and corresponding qubits detected, but not the specific state mea-
sured. The key shared at this point is called the raw key.
Alice and Bob generate the shared sifted key, which corresponds to
keeping as valid the detections in which Alice and Bob made compatible
choices of bases, which in average is half of the time. Unavoidably, the
shared sifted random key will be very similar but not completely equal -
in perfect conditions they would be identical, but due to experimental im-
perfections or eavesdropping, there will be some error ratio QBER. Alice
announces a subset of qubits and their values and Bob also returns the
bits he received of this subset. At this point, Alice and Bob can estimate
the QBER and so work out the maximum amount of information a third
party, Eve, can access of their shared random keys. These are interesting
results, but on their own they are not enough to solve the key distribution
problem. It could be disastrous if Eve learns even a small part of the cryp-
tographic key: she could then read part - perhaps a critical part - of the
secret message Alice wants to send. Because errors and background noise
can never completely be avoided, Alice and Bob can never guarantee that
Eve has no information at all about their keys - communication errors and
eavesdropping cannot be distinguished, and so to be on the safe side Alice
and Bob have to assume that all discrepancies are due to Eve.
Privacy amplification is a cryptographic version of error correction,
which allows Alice and Bob, who start with similar shared sifted random
keys, about which Eve has some information, to make shorter shared ran-
dom keys which are identical, about which Eve no longer has any infor-
mation. Though classical privacy amplification can be used for either the
Bennett-Brassard or the Ekert protocols, it turns out that entanglement-
based cryptography allows privacy amplification to be carried out directly
at the quantum level. This is more efficient, and has other advantages. In
particular, when the technology is fully developed, it will allow quantum
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Eµ f (Eµ)
0.01 1.16
0.05 1.16
0.1 1.22
0.15 1.35
Table 1.2: Example of the performance of the bidirectional error recon-
ciliation protocol [32] as a ratio with respect to the Shannon limit.
cryptography to be carried out over arbitrarily long distances by using
quantum repeater stations along the communication route.
Thus, the optimum ratio between minimum number of bits that Alice
and Bob have to reveal, to perform the privacy amplification that enables
the error correction and removal of Eve knowledge, are NShannoncorr bits.
NShannoncorr bits are needed to correct a key of length n, given according to
Shannon by
NShannoncorr
n
= H2 (Eµ) (1.6)
Eµ is the QBER of the sifted key generated from the signal state with
mean photon number µ and H2 is the binary Shannon entropy, given by
H2 (e1) = −e1 log2 (e1)− (1− e1) log2 (1− e1) (1.7)
It is not trivial to approach the Shannon limit with error correction
codes which use unidirectional classical communication only. Fortunately,
a more efficient bidirectional code exists [32], which uses f (Eµ)NShannoncorr
bits for error correction with a correction factor f (Eµ), which is the ratio
of actually needed revealed bits to the corresponding number given by the
Shannon limit NShannoncorr , listed in Table 1.2. These codes are known as
information reconciliation techniques (e.g., Cascade [32]) which leak out
minimal information to correct those bits that do not match at Alice and
Bob.
In QKD transmission performance characterization tests, it is conve-
nient to implement all steps of QKD but computing the lower bound for
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the secure key rate R instead of the highly computationally privacy am-
plification step. R takes into account the efficiency of the protocol q,
Alice pulse rate N/t, gain of the signal states Q, error ratio QBER and
the correction efficiency f(x).
1.3.2 Bennet Brassard 1984 protocol
The first protocol for QKD was BB84 [28], which was proposed in 1984
and experimentally demonstrated in 1992 [33] by Charles H. Bennett
(IBM) and Gilles Brassard (University of Montreal). BB84 is a prepare-
and-measure protocol, meaning that Alice simply prepares a sequence of
single photon signals and transmits them to Bob. Bob immediately mea-
sures those signals; thus, no quantum computation or long-term storage of
quantum information is necessary, only the transmission of single photon
states.
BB84 protocol has been proven to be unconditionally secure [34, 35].
For the proof to be valid, the source has to emit a single photon per
qubit, although it can be extended to be used with currently more practical
single-photon-approximated faint pulse sources [36–38].
Single photon sources
Single-photon emitters have been considered for applications in quantum
information processing, quantum cryptography and quantum metrology.
For the sake of integration, it is of great interest to stimulate single-photon
emission by electrical excitation as demonstrated for quantum dots [39].
Another alternative is to make use of radiative transitions between elec-
tronic levels of a single atom or molecule [40].
For single photon sources, the secure key generation rate Rsingle for
the limit of long keys, is given by
Rsingle ≥ qN
t
{Q1 [1−H2 (e1) (1 + f(e1))]} (1.8)
where q depends on the implementation (1/2 for the BB84 protocol and
≈ 1 for efficient BB84 protocol), N is the total number of the pulses
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sent in time t, e1 is the QBER for the single photons, Q1 is the gain of
single photon signals, f(x) is the bi-direction error correction efficiency
and H2 (e1) is the binary Shannon information function.
The cut-off QBER, such thatRsingle ≥ 0, is about 11%. However, one
can verify quantum correlations up to 25%.
Faint pulse sources
Attenuated laser pulses sources or faint pulse sources (FPSs), on average,
emit less than one photon per pulse. They are often used in practical QKD
systems. The performance limitations of attenuated pulse systems had
initially led to believe that single photon sources would be mandatory for
building efficient QKD systems. However, the introduction of the decoy-
state protocol [36–38] made possible a much tighter bound for the key
generation rate, achieving an almost linear dependency of the latter on
the channel transmittance. In this way, the technologically much simpler
faint pulse systems can offer comparable QKD security with respect to
single photon sources.
Furthermore, when using realistic sources implemented by attenuat-
ing the pulses, after key distillation, the security is just as good with faint
laser pulses as with multi-photon signal sources (Fock states) [24].
Decoy-state protocol
The protocol introduces some decoy-states, consisting of states that do not
differ in any physical characteristic but in the mean photon number (av-
erage number of photons per pulse). From now on, distinctions are made
for signal and decoy states although they could all be named decoy states;
this is so in order to be consistent with common literature. Signal refers to
the state with higher mean photon number, while decoy refers to the other
states with lower mean photon numbers. Even though introducing decoy
states will reduce the overall transmission rate, they allow to better esti-
mate the bounds ofQ1 and e1, from the detections at Bob. Thus, obtaining
a lower bound for the key generation rate R, allowing a larger maximum
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distance or higher transmission loss. Also, decoy states are useful to de-
tect eavesdropping attacks, by computing the ratio between signal pulses
gain Qµ and decoy-states gain Qν . Thus in a decoy-state protocol what
actually matters is to estimate Q1, e1 and Y0, which is common for all
states.
The lower bound for the key generation rate Rdecoy is given by
Rdecoy ≥ Rs +Rν1 +Rν2 + ... (1.9)
whereRs is theR generated from the signal states, Rν1 is theR generated
from the decoy 1 states, and so on. It is always beneficial to generate R
independently for the different states. For a matter of clarity, Rs is given
by
max
{
q
Nµ
t
{−Qµf (Eµ)H2 (Eµ) +Q0 +Q1 [1−H2 (e1)]} , 0
}
(1.10)
µ is the mean photon number of the signal states, q depends on the im-
plementation (1/2 for the BB84 protocol and ≈ 1 for efficient BB84 pro-
tocol), Nµ/t is the rate of signal states sent (Alice pulse rate times the
relative ratio of signal pulses sent), Qµ is the gain of the signal states, Eµ
is the QBER for the signal states, Q0 is the gain of the vacuum states sent
by Alice [41], Q1 is the gain of single photon states, e1 is the error rate
of single photon states, f (x) is the bi-direction error correction efficiency
(taken as 1.16 [42], for an error rate of 1%) as a function of error rate, and
H2 (x) is the binary Shannon information function. Then Rν1 is given by
max
{
q
Nν1
t
{−Qν1f (Eν1)H2 (Eν1) +Q0 +Q1 [1−H2 (e1)]} , 0
}
(1.11)
where Nν1/t is the rate of decoy state 1 sent (Alice pulse rate times the
relative ratio of decoy state 1 pulses sent), ν1 is the decoy state 1 with
mean photon number ν1; and so on for the following used decoy states.
In order to estimate the yield of vacuum states Y0, single photons yield
Y1, and the error ratio of single photons, e1, lower or upper bounds have
to be found, respectively. The more decoy states used, better estimations
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can be performed on the parameters Y1, Y1 and e1, although having one
signal state and two decoy states is very similar as using infinite decoy
states when considering the asymptotic key generation case. The general
and optimum estimation solution is to compose a linear system of equa-
tions to be solved numerically. In [42], a suboptimal analytical estimation
solution is presented, valid when considering weak coherent phase ran-
domized pulses with fix mean photon number for the different signal and
decoy states. When considering a signal state µ and two decoy states
(ν1, ν2), bounds are given by
Y Lbound0 = max
{
ν1Qν2e
ν2 − ν2Qν1eν1
ν1 − ν2 , 0
}
(1.12)
Y Lbound1 =
µ
µν1 − µν2 − ν21 + ν22
·
(
Qν1e
ν1 −Qν2eν2 −
ν21 − ν22
µ2
· (Qµeµ − Y Lbound0 )
)
(1.13)
QLbound1 = µe
−µY bound1 (1.14)
eUbound1 =
Eν1Qν1e
ν1 − Eν2Qν2eν2
(ν1 − ν2)Y Lbound1
(1.15)
where Lbound and Ubound stand for lower and upper bound, respectively.
ed is the probability that a photon is wrongly detected, typically 0.01 and
independent of transmission loss, it is related to misalignments and finite
performance of optical components. Q is the gain and E is the QBER of
correspondent states (µ, ν1, ν2). The QBER for a state with mean photon
number n¯ is given by
En¯ =
e0Y0 + ed(1− e−ηn¯)
Qn¯
(1.16)
where e0 is the error rate of background. Typically, e0 is independent of
the signal and random, e0 = 1/2.
This suboptimal analytical solution is based on using the decoy states
to estimate the three relevant parameters with respect to the signal state.
For the proposed analytical solution, there is an important difference be-
tween using one decoy state (signal and decoy state), two decoy states
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(signal and two decoy states) or having a vacuum state. Notice that hav-
ing a perfect vacuum state is difficult experimentally since most optical
components used to select a specific intensity have a finite extinction ra-
tio, thus it is preferable to use the estimations without accounting for a
vacuum state (even though these give a slightly higher SKR).
In the decoy-state protocol the optimized rate, for a given distance, is
R ≈ −ηµf (ed)H2 (ed) + ηµe−µ [1−H2 (ed)] (1.17)
This is true for a low background yield (Y0 << η) and small transmit-
tance η << 1 (typical values are Y0 = 10−5 and η = 10−3). Then, the
key generation rate is optimized when µ = µopt, which satisfies
(1− µopt) e−µopt = f (ed)H2 (ed)
1−H2 (ed) (1.18)
Usually µopt is around 0.5, and the key generation rate and distance are
pretty stable against even a 20% change of µ.
It is important to stress that, as pointed out in [43], there is an optimal
µ depending on the transmission losses. Concentrating on the optimal
choice of the expected photon number which yields the maximal gain rate;
the gain drops roughly exponentially with the length of the transmission
before it starts to drop faster due to the increasing influence of the dark
counts. The initial behavior is mainly due to the multi-photon component
of the signals while the influence of the error-correction part is small.
1.3.3 Other protocols
There is a large collection of other QKD protocols such as entanglement-
based [29], other prepare-and-measure protocols and variations of BB84.
A fairly complete revision of all of them can be found in [24, 25] and a
detailed security analysis of practical QKD devices in [26, 44].
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1.4 Random number generators
Random numbers form sequences of numbers or symbols that lack any
pattern. A random number generator (RNG) is a computational or phys-
ical device designed to generate random numbers. The need for random
numbers in research and technology was recognized very early [45], and
has motivated electronic and photonic advances [46–48].
RNGs can be classified in pseudo-RNGs (PRNGs), computational al-
gorithms, and true-RNGs (TRNGs), physical devices designed to gener-
ate a sequence of numbers or symbols that lack any pattern. Moreover,
TRNG can be subdivided into classical RNGs (CRNGs), based on clas-
sical hardware devices, and quantum RNGs (QRNGs) based on the in-
trinsic randomness of quantum observables. Algorithms can rapidly pro-
duce pseudo-random outcomes, series of numbers that mimic most prop-
erties of true random numbers while quantum random number generators
(QRNGs) exploit intrinsic quantum randomness to produce true random
numbers. Single-photon QRNGs are conceptually simple but produce
few random bits per detection. In contrast, vacuum fluctuations are a vast
resource for QRNGs: they are broad-band and thus can encode many ran-
dom bits per second. Direct recording of vacuum fluctuations is possible,
but requires shot-noise-limited detectors, at the cost of bandwidth.
Random numbers support critical activities in advanced economies,
including secure communications [25, 49, 50], numerical simulation [51]
and quantitative finance [52]. Cryptography requires true random num-
bers to generate keys, but how many depends on the encryption scheme.
The unconditionally secure one-time-pad scheme is the most demanding
of all; it requires as many random bits as there are bits of information
to be encrypted. Many security applications have failed or been severely
compromised because their RNGs failed to be sufficiently random. The
larger the random number sequence rate the larger the communication bit
rate. It is thus essential to increase the RNG rate so that future demands
for ever-increasing communication rate, currently 10 Gbps, 40 Gbps and
in the near future 100 Gbps per channel, will be met. Modern lotteries and
gambling machines are all based on the use of random numbers to guar-
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antee a uniform winning probability. It must not be possible for a player
to increase his probability to win by discovering a bias towards certain
outcomes in the game procedure. Financial simulation techniques, such
as Monte Carlo simulations, are statistical based behavioral approaches
that apply predetermined probability distributions and random numbers
to estimate risky outcomes. By tying the various cash flow components
in a financial model together in a mathematical model and repeating the
process several times, the financial analyst can develop a probability dis-
tribution of project returns. From the distribution of returns, a financial
analyst can determine not only the expected value of the return but also
the probability of achieving or surpassing a given return. From a more
research and development application perspective, scientists have devised
techniques relying on random numbers to model and simulate complex
systems. These techniques are fast, yield high accuracy results, thus es-
sential for modern numerical simulations. There are also many experi-
ments in research laboratories in the fields of quantum communication
and information, which rely on the use of random generation sources.
For this reason, there has been intense effort to develop practical true
RNGs, to replace existing pseudo-random methods. Quantum random
number generators (QRNGs) employ a true source of randomness known
to science, the randomness embedded into quantum physics. Recently, it
has been shown that quantum physics also can be used to verify the ran-
domness of entanglement-based generators [53,54]. Examples of demon-
strated QRNGs include two-path splitting of single photons [55], photon-
number path entanglement [56], time of generation or counting of pho-
tons [57–61], fluctuations of the vacuum state using homodyne detection
techniques [62, 63] as well as interferometric schemes [64, 65]. Current
commercial RNGs devices are based in: quantum single photon detector
array [66], CMOS metastability, noise signal by using stochastic physical
phenomenon of electrons trapped in the silicon nitride layer of a tran-
sistor, arrival detection time of photons of a cw operated laser, reversed
bias semiconductor junction and thermal or Johnson noise and transistor
noise [67]. Current patents on TRNG are: a light beam illuminating a
detector array [48], chaotic laser signal [68], wave diffraction using high-
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order grating [69], detection of light as photon detection events [70], sin-
gle photon going to a single-mode coupler [71], electrical noise [47, 72],
laser beam splitting in homodyne detection [73].
1.4.1 Randomness principles
Randomness corresponds, ideally, to having a totally unpredictable se-
quence, which entails both low correlation and high entropy. At a more
fundamental level, any classical system is no such thing as true random-
ness because it admits in principle a deterministic description and thus
appears random as a consequence of a lack of knowledge about its funda-
mental description. Quantum theory is, on the other hand, fundamentally
random, thus a true potential resort for generating random numbers. Even
though, in a real device the intrinsic randomness of quantum systems is
necessarily mixed-up with an apparent randomness that results from noise
or lack of control of the device.
Post-processing algorithms can be used to remove bias from a se-
quence of quantum random numbers affected by bias. The simplest unbi-
asing procedure was first proposed by von Neumann [74]. More advanced
random numbers data refining algorithms are hash functions and random-
ness extractors. A hash function is any algorithm or subroutine that maps
large data sets of variable length to smaller data sets of a fixed length. A
good hash function should map the expected inputs as evenly as possible
over its output range. That is, every hash value in the output range should
be generated with roughly the same probability. Note that this criterion
only requires the value to be uniformly distributed, not random in any
sense. Cryptographic hash functions, such as Whirlpool [75], have even
stronger uniformity guarantees than checksums or fingerprints, and thus
can provide very good general-purpose hashing functions. A randomness
extractor [76, 77], as Trevisian’s extractor [78], is based on a family of
hash functions with the property that for any variable with enough en-
tropy, the output is uniformly distributed. A common practice is to use
cryptographic hash functions for the purpose of randomness extraction.
A main reason for this practice is that cryptographic hash functions are
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readily available in software and hardware implementations, and are re-
quired by most cryptographic applications for purposes other than ran-
domness extraction. Therefore, it is attractive and convenient to use them
for random bit extractions.
1.4.2 Randomness measures and tests
Randomness, as opposed to unpredictability, is held to be an objective
property. Also, what appears random to one observer may not appear ran-
dom to another. One of the intriguing aspects of random processes is that
it is hard to know whether a process is truly random or a quantitative mea-
sure of randomness. RNGs are the basic tools in many applications there-
fore as in any relevant task performed by a device, the user has to know
his tool [79]. Clearly, an objective characterization of any RNG wanted to
be used in a specific task will always be required. Even, QRNGs may be
imperfect in a practical setting. For example, as time goes on, a QRNG
may become biased when the probability of one outcome is not equal to
the probability of the other outcome.
The quality of the randomness required for different applications varies.
For example, creating a nonce in some protocols need only uniqueness of
use of a random sequence. On the other hand, generation of a master
key requires a higher quality, more entropy. And in the case of one-
time pad encryption, the information-theoretic guarantee of perfect se-
crecy only hold if the key material is obtained from a true random source
with high entropy. Two main requirements for a RNG are identified: the
random numbers generated should have good statistical properties; and
the knowledge of subsequences of random numbers shall not enable to
compute predecessors or successors or to guess them with non-negligible
probability.
A numeric sequence is said to be statistically random when it contains
no recognizable patterns or regularities [80]. Statistical randomness does
not necessarily imply true randomness. There are many practical but not
complete measures of statistical randomness for a binary sequence. These
include measures based on frequency, discrete transforms, statistical, or a
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mixture of these. When a supposedly random sequence generated from a
RNG starts to fail a test decisively, a p-value of the test usually converges
to 0 or 1 exponentially fast as a function of the sample size of the sequence
used.
Correlation and entropy values are useful parameters to characterize a
random sequence generated by a RNG. However, correlation and entropy
usually cannot be directly measured as a physical magnitude, i.e. voltage,
but have to be estimated numerically. As a rule of thumb, computing the
autocorrelation of a sequence is a statistical method that looks for peri-
odicity in a data set. While, computing entropy estimates the amount of
uncertainty of the sequence. Inconveniently, numerical estimation of cor-
relation and entropy only operate on properties of random variables but
not of observed random numbers, hence they do not completely validate
the randomness present in the sequence but only statistically. Although,
recently a QRNG was proposed which also allows to verify the generated
sequence is random [53]. The proposed QRNG takes advantage of quan-
tum entanglement and violation of Bell inequality measurements showing
that the non-local correlations can be used to certify the presence of gen-
uine randomness, providing a bound for the entropy generated.
1.5 Aims of the thesis
Despite the achievements of quantum communication experiments, the
distances over which entanglement can be distributed in a single section,
i.e. without a quantum repeater in-between, are by far not of a global
scale. Experiments based on present fiber technology have demonstrated
that qubits can be sent to 200 km in the field, but no improvements by
orders of magnitude are to be expected. On the other hand, optical free-
space links could provide a unique solution to this problem since they
allow in principle for much larger propagation distances of photons due
to the low absorption of the atmosphere in certain wavelength ranges.
Free-space optical links have been studied and successfully imple-
mented already for several years for their application in quantum cryp-
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tography based on faint classical laser pulses. A next crucial step was
demonstrated, namely the distribution of quantum entanglement via a
free-space link, which was verified by violating a Bell inequality between
two distant receivers without a direct line of sight between them. How-
ever, terrestrial free-space links suffer from obstruction of objects in the
line of sight, from possible severe attenuation due to weather conditions
and aerosols and, eventually, from the Earth’s curvature. They are thus
limited to distances typically of the same order as the fiber links. To
fully exploit the advantages of free-space links, it will be necessary to use
space and satellite technology. By transmitting or receiving either pho-
tons from a satellite, qubits can be distributed over truly large distances
and thus would allow quantum communication applications on a global
scale. A significant advantage of satellite links is that the attenuation of a
link directly upwards to a satellite is comparable to about 5-8 km horizon-
tal distance on ground. Proof-of-principle experiments for such distances
in free space exist for weak laser pulses. Several studies are currently un-
derway and suggest the feasibility of space-based experiments based on
current technologies [81, 82].
Nevertheless, many of the goals to be achieved in free-space quantum
communication are shared with fiber-based technology.
• The first task of this thesis is to develop a new class of high speed
integrated photonic sources for applications in free-space QKD sys-
tems, capable of producing unprecedented qubit rates (100Mbps
- 1Gbps) and transmitting those over larger distances than those
achieved so far (> 200km). Two new FPs schemes have been im-
plemented and its performance measured. These sources can be
used in future free-space QKD link experiments.
• The second task of the thesis is to use novel schemes for quan-
tum random number generation. In particular, high random number
generation rates and low cost devices are to be achieved. The final
aim of this task is to develop a QRNG product, thus collaboration
with industry will be established.
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• Another objective is to implement a free-space QKD system for
mobile platforms. The work presented in the final part of this thesis
was driven by a proposed application of implementing for the first
time a free-space quantum communication between moving plat-
forms, over a short distance (1 km).
1.6 Thesis outline
In Chapter 2, a proposed faint pulse source based on proven high speed
lithium niobate modulators is described and the technical foundations of
the design are analyzed. Mainly, the performance of the amplitude mod-
ulator and the polarization modulator are described. The technical details
of the other building blocks of the source, e.g. laser diode and calibrated
variable optical attenuator, are also presented. Finally, the relevant QKD
parameters of the source were experimentally measured and discussed.
In Chapter 3, a demonstrated faint pulse source based on semiconduc-
tor optical amplifiers is described in detail. Mainly, the source is based
on semiconductor optical amplifiers operating as switching devices with
high extinction ratio to select the output polarization state. Furthermore,
a complete analysis of the security of the source in terms of QKD is pre-
sented, based on calculations of the indistinguishability of the generated
optical states. Finally, a QKD transmission measurement is presented,
which clearly reflects the achieved performance of the source. In Chap-
ter 4, a proposed random number generator is described and the physics
foundations which is based on are analyzed. It extracts random bits from
vacuum using optical independent amplification. Finally, a statistical test-
ing of the randomness is performed to qualify the device up to current
validation methods. In Chapter 5, a free-space QKD system is presented
and technical details described. Firstly, an automatic operating faint pulse
source is described, also consisting of a polarization control system suit-
able for free-space links. Secondly, a compact mechanical polarization
receiver attached to a tracking receiving telescope was developed. Re-
quirements and procedures for QKD system data synchronization and
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processing is presented. Finally, in Chapter 6, several conclusions on
the thesis work and possible future work directions are presented.

Chapter 2
LiNbO3 modulators based QKD
source
It is important to develop faint pulse sources and systems for QKD which
can generate high key rates. In this Chapter, a proposed faint pulse source
based on proven high speed lithium niobate modulators is described and
the technical foundations of the design are analyzed. Mainly, the perfor-
mance of the amplitude modulator and the polarization modulator are de-
scribed. The technical details of the other building blocks of the source,
e.g. laser diode and calibrated variable optical attenuator, are also pre-
sented. Finally, the relevant QKD parameters of the source were experi-
mentally measured and discussed.
2.1 The integrated faint pulse source
One of the integrated faint pulse source (FPS) developed in our labo-
ratory [83] for QKD consists of commercially available space-qualified
discrete components; single semiconductor distributed-feedback (DFB)
laser diode (LD) emitting a continuous pulse train at 100 MHz followed
by integrated (waveguide) amplitude (AM) and polarization (PM) lithium
niobate (LiNbO3) modulators, shown in Fig. 2.1.
The pulse train generated by the LD is sent through a polarization
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Figure 2.1: Scheme of the QKD source inside a 200mm x 150mm box.
(LD Driver) denotes the electrical current pulse generation, (LD TEC) the
laser diode temperature controller driver, (LD) the laser diode, (FPGA
Signal Driver) the electronic digital-to-analog drivers for the modulators,
(AM) an amplitude modulator, (PM) a polarization modulator and (VOA)
a variable optical attenuator.
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maintaining fiber (PMF) into the AM (a Mach-Zehnder modulator in
LiNbO3) that generates three different levels of intensity. Note that if
the LD were driven in pure continuous wave (CW) mode (no pulse train)
and externally modulated to generate the intensity pulses, two potential
issues would occur: (i) pulses with different energies (number of pho-
tons) would unavoidably have different temporal and spectral shapes due
to the nonlinear electro-optic response (optical output as a function of
driving voltage) of the AM; (ii) there would be phase coherence between
the pulses due to the relatively long coherence time (narrow spectrum) of
a DFB structure, thus increasing the vulnerability of the QKD transmis-
sion [84].
After the AM, the pulses are injected into the PM through a PMF. The
PM a waveguide LiNbO3 phase modulator with the PMF input axis ori-
ented at 45◦with respect to the optical axis. In this way, the two orthogonal
equal amplitude polarization components of the electromagnetic field that
propagates in the crystal experience a refractive index difference, which is
proportional to the voltage applied to the modulator. By applying different
voltages one can thus change the state of the output polarization, in partic-
ular to linear +45◦, −45◦, right-handed circular and left-handed circular.
The optical pulses present a spectrum within the acceptance bandwidth of
the two modulators, so that amplitude and polarization modulation can be
achieved with sufficient extinction ratio.
2.2 LiNbO3 electro-optical modulators: Pock-
els effect
LiNbO3 is a uniaxial trigonal 3m crystal whose refractive indices change
when an electric field is applied. This is known as Pockels effect, shown
in Figure 2.2. LiNbO3 electro-optic modulators’ typical parameters are:
electrode gap 10µm, r33 = 30pm/V, ne = n33 = 2.24, r13 = 4pm/V
and n0 = n13 = 2.16. Hence, the change of ordinary and extraordinary
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refractive index when a Vpi is applied corresponds to
n0 (E) ≈ n0 − 1
2
n30τ13E = 2.16− 2.02 · 10−6E (2.1)
ne (E) ≈ ne − 1
2
n3eτ33E = 2.24− 1.69 · 10−5E (2.2)
Figure 2.2: Modification of the index ellipsoid of a trigonal 3m crystal
such as LiNbO3 resulting from the application of a steady electric field
along the direction of the optic axis [85].
2.2.1 Relevant transmission line theory
To achieve high speed modulation with a LiNbO3 modulator, by applying
an electric signal, requires a good matching of the microwave signal field
and the optical field propagation speeds. The microwave signal is applied
on impedance matched electrodes conforming a transmission line. The
voltage in a transmission line corresponds to
V (z) = V +
[
e−jβz + ρ(0)ee
jβz
]
(2.3)
where V + = VG/2, VG is the voltage supplied by the generator, β =
2pi/λ and ρ = |ρ| exp (jθ). Open- or short-ended transmission lines have
|ρ (0)| = 1, while a matched load one produces ρ = 0. In particular, an
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open-ended transmission line produces a voltage and current distribution
given by
V = 2V + cos (βz) (2.4)
I = −2j V
+
Z0
sin (βz) (2.5)
For low frequencies, where the wavelength is much longer than the
modulator electrodes length, in an open-ended transmission line, the volt-
age of the standing wave is twice the one as for a matched transmission
line. Hence, not loading the electrodes allows to use lower generator volt-
ages but the bandwidth is limited by the length of the electrodes. Without
termination impedance, its input’s frequency dependence can be modeled
as a lossy open transmission line equivalent to a RC circuit. When match-
ing the electrodes impedance, using a termination impedance, the needed
generator voltage doubles, but the bandwidth is much larger, i.e. 10 GHz-
40 GHz.
2.2.2 Temperature stability
The half-wave voltage Vpi is the drive voltage necessary to produce 180◦optical
phase shift. Dependence on temperature of the Vpi, is given by the expres-
sion
Vpi =
λS
2n3r33LΓ
(2.6)
where λ is the optical wavelength, S is the electrode gap, n is the refrac-
tive index, r33 is the electrooptic coefficient, L is the electrode length,
and Γ is the electric field/optical field overlap factor. The electrode gap
and length are only weakly temperature dependent [86]. For X-cut Y-
propagating modulators, the electrode gap can be expected to contract
∼ 4 · 10−6 m/m-K as the temperature is decreased. Likewise, the elec-
trode length will be reduced∼ 16 ·10−6 m/m-K as the temperature is low-
ered. For typical electrode gaps (10µ m) and electrode lengths (10 mm),
the refractive index n is also temperature dependent as (1/n)dn/dt =
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3.18× 10−6/K [87]. The overlap factor, Γ, is negligibly affected by tem-
perature and does not need to be considered. The temperature dependence
of the electro-optic coefficient, r33 is (1/r)dr/dt = 0.00049/K over the
temperature range of 293K to 473K [88]. This same value can be used
to extrapolate to below room temperatures. Thus, the variation of the
half-wave voltage over temperature is given by
1
Vpi
∆Vpi
∆T
≈ −5.20× 10
−4
∆T
(2.7)
where no λ temperature dependence has to be considered nor for the over-
lap factor. Thus, around 1.04% variation of the Vpi is expected for a 20◦C
variation [89].
A PMF is used at the input of LiNbO3 modulators. The reason for this
is that LiNbO3 devices are polarization sensitive and a particular polariza-
tion is required at the input. This approach has been shown to be useful
for commercial devices operating over the temperature range of −20◦to
+80◦. Issues can arise when extreme temperature variations are encoun-
tered because of the vastly different temperature coefficient of expansion
(TCE’s) of the various materials. Typical room-temperature TCE’s are
200, 16, and 0.5 (×10−6m/m-K) for urethane adhesive, LiNbO3 (y-axis),
and optical fiber, respectively [90].
Some fully extended studies for LiNbO3 modulators dependence over
temperature have been carried out, in particular at around 800 nm in [89,
91,92]. The frequency response shows no degradation due to temperature
dependence. Methods for accurately measuring Vpi voltage parameter are
shown in [93].
The DC bias voltage point is more temperature dependent, effect known
as bias drift, therefore has to be actively controlled or calibrated. The
bias drift is due to electron carriers screening causing an effective voltage
largely different from the applied bias voltage in the long term (hours).
Thus once in the steady state, desired small voltage bias variations will be
correctly supported while large desired voltage bias variations will initiate
a new electron carrier screening. X-cut modulators show a higher stabil-
ity than Z-cut ones, in particular temporal stability, in the order of thou-
sand of hours [94]. Instead, Z-cut configurations exhibit lower driving
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voltage and higher bandwidth, but X-cut ones exhibit more stability and
lower chirp. Optical fiber modulators are of great interest to space flight
projects for communications and LIDAR applications. Due to harsh en-
vironment and long duration for most missions, space flight applications
have a unique set of demands for photonics parts [95].
2.2.3 Amplitude modulator
The AM used in the presented source was selected to be space-qualified
working at around 800 nm. The DC uncoupling capacitor for the am-
plitude modulator was removed to double the effective electrical signal
voltage. Hence, the RF input accepts DC voltages and the DC input can
be just grounded.
In terms of QKD performance, the more accurate the voltage driv-
ing the larger the secure key rate (SKR), given an optimum mean photon
number for the different signal and decoy states. The variation on the
mean photon number for the signal state and decoy-states due to optical
power variation is given by
∆n¯
n¯
=
∆P
P
(2.8)
Possible sources of optical power variation could be due to the AM
driving voltage, insertion loss (IL) of the connectors and attenuation vari-
ation of the variable optical attenuator. Assuming that the latter will not
present attenuation variations, the IL variations will be compensated by
working slightly off the AM’s maximum transmission point. Then, the
optical power variations due to the driving electronics accuracy are ap-
proximately given by
∆P
P
= 10ER/10
∆V
Vpi
(2.9)
where ER = 25 dB is the typical maximum extinction ratio of an AM
in CW LD operation, the half-wave voltage Vpi = 1.5V and ∆V is the
voltage accuracy of the driving electronics.
Usually µoptm is around 0.5, and the key generation rate and distance
are pretty stable against even a ∆µ = 20%. Then, the maximum power
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variation acceptable is ∆P/P = ∆µ = 20%, requiring a driving voltage
accuracy better than ∆V/Vpi = 0.06%
2.2.4 Polarization modulator
The polarization modulator described in this thesis is a waveguide LiNbO3
phase modulator where the polarization maintaining fiber (PMF) input
axis is oriented at 45◦with respect to the optical axis. In this way, the
two orthogonal equal amplitude polarization components of the electro-
magnetic field that propagates in the crystal experience a refractive index
difference, which is proportional to the voltage applied to the modula-
tor. By applying different voltages one can thus change the state of the
output polarization, in particular linear +45◦, −45◦, right-handed circu-
lar and left-handed circular. The particular polarization modulator is a
Z-cut Ti:LiNbO3 embedded strip waveguide fabricated by diffusing tita-
nium into a lithium niobate substrate to increase its refractive index in the
region of the strip. The refractive indexes given by the provider are TM
mode (extra-ordinary, fast axis ne = 2.17) and TE mode (ordinary, slow
axis n0 = 2.25), and the optical chip length is 71mm.
Figure 2.3: Optical connectorization schematic of the PM.
In order to achieve a good SKR generation in QKD systems, the figure
of merit is the QBER. The QBER is directly related to the physical pa-
rameter the qubits are encoded with. In the current source, the qubits are
encoded on the polarization state of the photons. Generally, the QBER is
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given by
QBER = 1− cos2 (∆θ) (2.10)
where ∆θ is the angular misalignment with respect to the desired po-
larization state. A common design value for QBER is 0.01. Hence a
polarization maximum angle difference of ∆θ = 0.1rad (5.74◦) can be
tolerated.
The PM used is capable of producing any polarization state along a
full circle of the Poincare sphere, consisting in a full 2Vpi voltage scan of
the driving voltage. The driving voltage accuracy is given by
∆θ
θ
= pi
∆V
Vpi
(2.11)
where the half-wave voltage Vpi = 1.5V. Thus the driving voltage accu-
racy has to be lower than ∆V = 3.18%, respect to Vpi. Regarding the
applied voltage to polarization state generated performance, its variation
can be assessed with the angle to intensity relation when using a polarizer
in analyzer configuration, given by
∆θ ≈ ∆P
2P
(2.12)
where P is the power intensity of light exiting the modulator and ∆P is
the intensity variation after the step (P as an approximation, can be taken
as P = ∆Pstep/cos2((pi/Vpi)∆Vstep) and ∆P as the power fluctuation
once the step as shown in Fig. 2.7 (a) and (b)). This power variation can
be translated into QBER increase by
1
2
(1− cos (2∆θ)) ≈ 1
2
(
1− cos
(
∆P
P
))
(2.13)
as derived above in (Eq. 2.10). Thus, the tolerable optical power variation
is ∆P/P = 20.03%
Polarization modulator PMD
An impairment of the current PM configuration is the degradation of
degree-of-polarization (DOP), directly related to the QBER, due to the
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optical bandwidth of the input optical pulses which undergo polarization
mode dispersion (PMD) along the PM. The introduced PMD in the PM is
due to the refractive index difference between the ordinary and extraordi-
nary refractive indices already at a static operation.
The required DC voltage to achieve a static compensation of the re-
fractive indices by applying a DC offset is too high, hundreds of Volts.
Besides dielectric breakdown might be present, occurs in air at an elec-
tric field strength of about Emax = 3 × 106V/mm. Instead, an exter-
nal PMD compensation can be achieved using a matched-length PMF
patchord which undoes the phase rotations introduced by the PM. First,
phase rotation was experimentally measured using the extrema counting
measurement [96].
The LD current driver controller was used to apply a low frequency
modulation triangular signal to the driving current of the LD, through the
LD controller modulation input, in order to generate a frequency sweep.
DFB LD emits at the frequency ν0 corresponding to
ν0 =
c
2∆µe
m (2.14)
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, ∆ is the period of the grating, µe is
the effective refractive index andm = 1, 2 stands for first- or second-order
grating. The effective refractive index depends on the optical frequency
and on the carrier density, which also holds dynamically under modula-
tion conditions and it clearly indicates the relation between a modulation
of the carrier density and the modulation of the optical frequency [97].
In Figure 2.4 (a) is shown the current modulation 1 kHz triangular
signal and in Fig. 2.4 (b) the generated optical frequency sweep as a
spectrum measurement. A frequency sweep of 0.45 nm, 186.85 GHz, is
produced.
It is convenient to introduce the mean differential group delay ∆τ
introduced by PMD. ∆τ can be determined by extrema counting as
∆τ =
Neλstartλstop
2(λstop − λstart)v (2.15)
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Figure 2.4: The LD is driven in current with a 1 kHz triangular signal (a)
to produce a LD optical output frequency sweep (b).
where λstart and λstop are the ends of the wavelength sweep, Ne rep-
resents the number of transmission extrema (peak and valleys) across
the scan, and v is the speed of light in the medium. ∆τ is related to
∆θ = ∆τ2pi∆ν, where ∆ν is the optical frequency bandwidth.
In Figure 2.5 (a) are shown the phase rotations introduced by the PM.
Notice that the number of rotations have to be considered only in the
corresponding range of the rising current ramp. In Figure 2.5 (b) are
shown the phase rotations produced by the PM and the corresponding
compensations by using different length PMF fibers at the output of the
PM, properly aligned in terms of polarization with respect to the bulk chip
of the PM.
The PM produces a phase rotation of 3.5−4 cycles during the positive
raising of the current ramp of the modulation signal, which accounts for
a low 9.7% QBER. The compensating PMF fiber patchord of 14 m long
only produces 1.5 phase rotation cycles, producing a better 1.4% QBER.
An alternative solution is to acquire a PM which propagates in Y-cut,
the optical mode propagates along z, where there is no ∆n for the static
situation because the projected x and y E fields have the same refractive
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Figure 2.5: PM phase rotations. Different PM PMD compensation results
using PMF fibers.
index no. Nevertheless, when an electric field is applied a difference in
the refractive indices appears but with a lower nonlinear coefficient, thus
higher driving voltages would be required.
2.2.5 Modulators’ driving response
The temporal step response was measured using as voltage input to the
modulators a square wave of 1 MHz, 1.088 GS/s, and 500 mVpp from
a waveform generator and the output was sampled with an oscilloscope.
For the frequency response measurement, a network analyzer was used
scanning from 100 kHz to 500 MHz with calibration data and 0 dBm RF
power.
Top rows in Figs 2.6 and 2.7 show the temporal profiles of the applied
voltage steps rise/fall applied to the AM and PM, respectively, as well
as the generated optical outputs. The voltage-stair-step produced on the
driving voltages is due to the reflection of the transmitted driving signals
through the 0.5 m SMA-coaxial cable. Therefore, in order to avoid this
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Figure 2.6: AM RF temporal and frequency response.
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Figure 2.7: PM RF temporal and frequency response.
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Achieved performance AM
Vpi temperature variation (∆T = 20◦C) 1.04%
Vpi frequency variation (100KHz-50MHz) 1.46%
Driver voltage accuracy ∆V/Vm (Rise/Fall) 2.40%/2.30% (avoiding reflection peaks)
Achieved voltage accuracy 4.9%/4.8%
Specified voltage accuracy 0.06%
Modulator output accuracy (Rise/Fall) 5.63%/5.36%
Power intensity frequency variation (100KHz-10MHz/50MHz) 2.28%/13.90% (avoiding peaks)
Achieved power intensity accuracy (100KHz-50MHz) (Rise/Fall) 19.53%/19.26%
Specified power intensity accuracy 20%
Table 2.1: Operational specifications compliance for the AM, in order to
achieve a power intensity level accuracy lower than 20%.
Achieved performance PM
Vpi temperature variation (∆T = 20◦C) 1.04%
Vpi frequency variation (100KHz-50MHz) 1.71%
Driver voltage accuracy ∆V/Vm (Rise/Fall) 2.50%/2.20% (avoiding reflection peaks)
Achieved voltage accuracy 5.25%/4.95%
Specified voltage accuracy 3.18%
Modulator output accuracy (Rise/Fall) 3.24%/4.60%
Polarizations state frequency variation (100KHz-10MHz/50MHz) 1.83%/16.82% (avoiding peaks)
Achieved polarization state accuracy (100KHz-50MHz) (Rise/Fall) 20.06%/21.42%
Specified polarization state accuracy 20.03%
Table 2.2: Operational specifications compliance for the PM, in order to
achieve QBER lower than 1%.
voltage-stair-step the transmission lines connecting the control electronics
and the modulators have to be short.
Table 2.1 summarizes the goal and the achieved performance specifi-
cations for the AM, while in Table 2.2 are summarized the ones for the
PM. The achieved performances are either fulfilled or close to the require-
ments.
In order to stay within the required operational specifications for both
modulators, the length of the transmission lines connecting the driving
electronics to the modulators have to be shorter than 10 cm. Furthermore,
the operation of the AM requires a driving voltage accuracy better than
600 ppm, while the PM requires better than 3%. Moreover, the temporal
DC stability of the modulators was measured to be larger than 5 minutes.
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2.3 Variable optical attenuator
For the implementation of a QKD system using decoy-state protocol, be-
sides four different polarization states, the FPS source should generate
three intensity levels (optimally 1/2, 1/8 and 0 photons in average per
pulse [42]). Using a variable optical attenuator (VOA), it is possible to
operate in the single photon regime. The photon energy at 850 nm is
Eph = 2.3386 ·10−19 J. The optical pulse duration≈ 400 ps and the pulse
peak power 3.5 mW, corresponding to 1.4pJ energy per pulse. Thus, a
number of photons per pulse ≈ 6 · 106. In order to get a mean photon
number for the signal state of µ = 0.5, which is an optimum mean num-
ber for distances of interest [42], the VOA has to introduce an optical
attenuation of the order of 70dB.
The chosen FPS wavelength (850 nm) is optimum for free space op-
eration considering attenuation (due to scattering, absorption and diffrac-
tion) and single-photon detector’s quantum efficiency [98].
2.4 FPGA signal drivers
A proper electronic control of the different intensities and polarization
states generated is fundamental in order to achieve a low QBER. The sig-
nal driver designed of the AM is able to output 3Vpp and the PM driver
6Vpp on high impedance of the oscilloscope. The synchronization and
setting of the different optical components of the source was implemented
by an automatic control which is split into two working operations. The
control system first synchronizes and calibrates the driving signals tim-
ings and amplitudes to the AM and PM. Secondly, it uses the retrieved
driving voltages to produce the required intensity and polarization states
for the BB84+decoy protocol.
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2.5 Relevant QKD parameters measurements
Figure 2.8 (a) shows the train of optical pulses generated by the laser
diode when driven by electrical pulses of 1 ns at 100 MHz. The result-
ing optical pulse duration is about 400 ps. Since the obtained CW train
of optical pulses are all generated in the same way, they can be assumed
to be indistinguishable thus having no side-channel information. Further-
more, the short optical pulse duration of 400 ps (small duty cycle) has
the advantage to increase the signal to noise ratio since the measurement
window (detection time) in the receiver can be reduced. The DFB laser
diode is driven in direct modulation with a strong RF driving signal with
24mA DC bias current, far below threshold 36mA, thus producing highly
similar optical pulses and jitter as low as 100ps, rise time 65ps and fall
time 129ps, as shown in Figure 2.8 (b). Furthermore, the optical pulse
bandwidth is small enough to enter the acceptance bandwidth of the sub-
sequent polarization modulator.
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Figure 2.8: Laser diode output and laser driver output results. (a) Gen-
erated CW train of optical pulses at 100 MHz experimental results. (b)
Time distribution of five pulses from the laser diode and the laser driver.
Figure 2.9 (a) shows the three different intensity optical pulses gen-
erated after the AM. The attenuations for the medium and low level of
intensity pulses are about 4.65 dB and 14.76 dB, with respect to the high
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intensity pulse. While Figure 2.9 (b) shows the four polarization states
generated after the PM, as measured with a terminating rotating wave-
plate polarimeter. The RF modulating signal is driven at 100 MHz, in
this way, chirp produced at the pulse edges of the RF driving voltage is
avoided and intensity and polarization indistinguishability is obtained.
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Figure 2.9: Amplitude and polarization modulators experimental results.
(a) Amplitude modulator experimental results. (b) Different polarization
states are generated (shown on the Poincare sphere), in particular it is
shown four polarization states: +45◦, −45◦, right-handed circular and
left-handed circular; sufficient to implement a BB84 protocol.
Table 2.3 summarizes the characteristics of the driving RF and cor-
responding optical pulses for the three levels of intensity, suitable for a
decoy-state protocol. The modulator ”ON” window has a duration of at
least 5 ns, much larger than that of the optical pulse. Therefore, only
the amplitude of the optical pulse changes, while the temporal and spec-
tral shape remain unaltered. In addition low driving voltages are needed,
making the design suitable for electronic integration with low electrical
power consumption drivers.
Table 2.4 summarizes the RF voltages driving the PM generating the
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Pulse AM driver RF signal [mV] Optical attenuation [dB]
High intensity level 460 0 (reference)
Medium intensity level 745 4.65
Low intensity level 920 14.76
Table 2.3: Relevant parameters of three generated pulse intensity levels
with the amplitude modulator. The RF driving voltages needed are below
1 V, which are suitable to be integrated.
Polarization PM driver RF signal [V] QBER
+45◦ 0 10.66%
−45◦ 1.56 10.04%
Right-handed circular 0.81 10.65%
Left-handed circular −0.76 10.10%
Table 2.4: Relevant parameters of four polarization states generated with
the polarization modulator. Again, the RF driving voltages needed are low
(below 1.5 V), which are suitable to be integrated. The obtained QBER
is just sufficient for QKD protocols, but it can be further improved using
PMD compensation.
four orthogonal states. In the same table, QBER values for the four dif-
ferent polarization states are given. The QBER values obtained, without
PMD compensation, are just sufficient for QKD protocols, but it can be
further improved using PMD compensation. As for the AM case, low
driving voltages are needed, suitable for integration with low power con-
sumption and inexpensive electronics.
2.6 Summary
Starting from commercially available and space-qualifiable components,
it is possible to build an integrated transmitter capable of generating the
several intensity and polarization states required for decoy-state QKD.
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The experimental demonstration has been carried out at 850 nm with 100
MHz modulation rates. However, taking into consideration that the mod-
ulators bandwidth can go well beyond 10 GHz and operate also at other
wavelengths (e.g. 1550 nm), the source can be easily scalable to higher
bit rates, the upper limit being probably given by the laser diode itself,
and other transmission systems (e.g. optical fibers).
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Chapter 3
Semiconductor optical
amplifiers based QKD source
Reliable and simple-operation photonic sources are of relevant interest for
applications in harsh environments, such those encountered in Space. In
this Chapter, a demonstrated faint pulse source based on semiconductor
optical amplifiers is described in detail. The source is based on semicon-
ductor optical amplifiers operating as switching devices with high extinc-
tion ratio to select the output polarization state. Furthermore, a complete
analysis of the security of the source in terms of QKD is presented, based
on calculations of the indistinguishability of the generated optical states.
Finally, a QKD transmission measurement is presented, which clearly re-
flects the achieved performance of the source.
3.1 The compact faint pulse source
The integrated faint pulse source (FPS) [99] consists of space-qualified
discrete components, shown in Fig. 3.1. A single semiconductor laser
diode (LD) emits a continuous train of optical pulses at 100 MHz, equally
split to four outputs using three in-fiber single-mode 1x2 couplers. Each
fiber output is followed by an integrated semiconductor optical amplifier
(SOA). The four bare fibers to the coupling tube are accurately positioned
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on a custom opto-mechanical mount to simultaneously achieve the correct
launching to the polarizers substrate sheet as well as to introduce a desired
70 dB coupling-loss to work in the single-photon regime at the end of the
output bare fiber. Each polarizer is accurately oriented to produce one of
the four polarizations (0◦, 90◦,45◦and −45◦) required for BB84 protocol.
Finally, the output fiber can be connected to the corresponding optical
link interface (e.g. a telescope for free-space communication or optical
fiber for terrestrial links).
Figure 3.1: Scheme of the QKD source. (LD) denotes a laser diode,
(C) a single-mode in-fiber 1x2 coupler, (SOA) a semiconductor optical
amplifier, (P) a free-space thin-film polarizer and (BF) a single-mode bare
fiber.
The distributed feedback (DFB) LD source is directly modulated at
100 MHz by a train of electrical pulses of about 1 ns duration. Single-
mode 1x2 in-fiber couplers perform the task of passively splitting the
continuous optical pulse train into four equal outputs, while sufficiently
preserving the polarization state linearity generated by the LD, before
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entering the SOAs. Each SOA performs the double task of spatial switch-
ing and amplitude modulation; it selects a specific fiber output while, by
changing the driving current, it generates the three intensity levels needed
for the decoy state protocol. Note that the spatial switching among the
four fiber outputs is then transformed in polarization modulation, accord-
ing to the scheme described above, by going through different polarizing
patterns of the polarizers substrate. In this way intensity and polarization
modulation can be achieved with high extinction ratio (ER), without the
need of using polarization maintaining fibers (PMFs) and PMF couplers
or the complexity of having to maintain a specific input polarization state
or high degree of polarization (DOP) along the whole optical assembly.
Usually, the common parameter of interest for a SOA is the gain. How-
ever in this case the frequency response to an electrical signal is equally
important, in particular for the time and spectral indistinguishability of
the pulses with different polarizations and energy levels.
The main reason of using SOAs as active switching and intensity
selection devices is their high ER (>20 dB) which is highly desirable
when implementing 3-state decoy protocol. SOAs outperform other solu-
tions such as Mach-Zehnder or electro-absorptive modulators which have
lower ER when operated with optical pulses as input signal. Finally, thin-
film polarizers achieve high degree-of-polarization (DOP) of the order of
99.68%, being a remarkable specification in order to ensure an adequate
quantum bit error ratio and thus high efficiency of secure key generation
rate. Polarization modulators can not achieve such a high DOP.
3.1.1 Source assembly
The DFB LD fiber-pigtail is connected to a 1x2 coupler. At each out-
put of the coupler a second 1x2 coupler is connected, to have the output
split into four similar outputs. Each of these outputs is connected to a fiber
coupled SOA. At the fiber output of each SOA, an adjustable collimator is
placed to interface correctly into the polarization combiner module. The
four collimators are on kinematic mounts on a self-assembled mechanical
structure. The distance from the mechanical structure to the output cou-
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pling bare fiber, forming the polarization combiner module, is around 80
cm. All four collimators are placed within a circular area of 10 cm diame-
ter, in order to have the output beams within the input NA of the coupling
SMF fiber (NA=0.13). Furthermore, following each output collimator a
thin-film free-space polarizer is placed on a rotation mount in order to
generate the four different polarizations (0◦, 90◦, +45◦and −45◦).
The four SOAs are soldered to custom PCB boards for the RF driving
signals. The control electronics are implemented using a Xilinx CPLD
with analog output drivers, SMA connected close to the SOA pins in order
to avoid relevant effects of impedance matching (less than 5cm). Notice
that a simple solution for impedance matching is not possible because the
SOA presents an equivalent input impedance similar to a diode, thus of
around 3Ω in parallel with a 2 pF capacitor; and the driving signals have
an electrical bandwidth of 50 MHz (from DC to 50 MHz first harmonic).
A continuous periodic sequence, driving the four SOAs, is used to set
the intensity level of a single SOA while the other three SOAs remain
in the OFF state. The sequence is periodic as shown in Table 3.1.1 to
facilitate the synchronization identification at the receiver. Obviously, in a
real implementation of a QKD transmission the sequence has to be totally
random and secure. Moreover, the three intensity levels correspond to
optimal values reported in [42]: a high intensity level state which is set to
produce 1/2 average photon per pulse by adjusting the coupling efficiency
to the output bare fiber; then a second intensity level is set to produce 1/8
average photon per pulse and the third level is set as nearly vacuum (the
SOA is switched OFF).
The sequence contains programmed symbols. A symbol is considered
as a pair SOA and intensity (SOAx,Intensity), where each SOA corre-
sponds to the generation of a particular polarization state. The sequence
is repeated infinitely without dead times, outputting the signaling to the
SOA drivers through a data bus at 100 MHz. The sequence contains 12
symbols, all possibilities in a 3-state decoy BB84 protocol: (SOA1,low),
(SOA2,medium), (SOA3,high), (SOA4,low), (SOA1,medium), (SOA2,high),
(SOA3,low), (SOA4,medium), (SOA1,high), (SOA2,low), (SOA3,medium)
and (SOA4,high).
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12
SOA/Polarization 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4
Intensity 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1 3 2 1
Table 3.1: 12-symbols periodic sequence stored in the Xilinx CPLD
board. A symbol is considered as a pair SOA and intensity, where each
SOA corresponds to the generation of a particular polarization state. The
sequence is repeated infinitely without dead times, outputting the signal-
ing to the SOA drivers through a data bus at 100 MHz.
3.2 Source indistinguishability
The goal of QKD is to allow distant parties to securely share a com-
mon key in the presence of an eavesdropper. Therefore, it is important
to demonstrate a system to generate pulses that differ only in polariza-
tion and intensity, considering a decoy state BB84 protocol, while being
indistinguishable in the other degrees of freedom. Potential side-channel
leakage could come from other degrees of freedom that characterize the
quantum state of photons, such as arrival time, optical frequency, and spa-
tial mode. Hence, in security applications, it is mandatory to estimate the
side-channel information leaked to adjust the degree of privacy amplifi-
cation to implement at the reconciliation step.
The proposed FPS ensures a high degree of indistinguishability among
the different intensity and polarization pulses. Also, it ensures phase inco-
herence of consecutive generated states. Side-channel information allows
an eavesdropper to gain knowledge about the key without introducing
errors. A quantitative measure of the amount of information, directly ac-
cessible by a single, immediate measurement on one pulse, is the mutual
information on the spatial, temporal and spectral shapes.
Due to issues of ensuring simultaneous switching (temporal informa-
tion), LD manufacturing (spectral information) differences, a single LD
outperforms the achievable security of the qubits sent by the source com-
pared to using more than one LD. Furthermore, using a DFB LD gener-
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ates short optical pulses close to transform limited pulses which ensures
the correct functionality and minimum additional distortion of any sub-
sequent optical devices and components. The time duration and spectral
bandwidth product of the generated pulses is 0.56, very close to the the-
oretical value for transform limited Gaussian pulses (0.44). In this way,
phase incoherence of consecutive generated optical pulses, which other-
wise would be detrimental for the link security [44], is achieved.
3.2.1 Measurements on indistinguishability
A 8 GHz amplified photodiode and a 4 MHz resolution Fabry-Perot in-
terferometer were used for the temporal and spectral measurements on
indistinguishability, respectively. Figure 3.2 shows the generated optical
intensity states required to implement the decoy state protocol, for the
four different SOAs, as well as the driving signals, loaded with 50Ω for
monitoring purposes.
The assembled analog drivers for the SOAs allow to manually set the
DC bias current and the modulation current for each of the three intensity
levels, independently for each SOA. Both the DC bias current and modu-
lation currents should be programmable: DC current bias between 15 mA
- 35 mA and modulation currents between 0 mA - 70 mA. Note that the
driving currents were adjusted independently such that the peak optical
intensities are similar for the different SOAs, shown in Fig. 3.2(b). It is
clear that the optical pulses from the SOAs have amplified spontaneous
emission (ASE) noise reducing the indistinguishability of the different
states, seen at the bottom part of the optical pulses shown in Fig. 3.2(a).
ASE has a larger bandwidth than the signal, thus ASE can be mitigated
by using proper filters and/or selection of SOAs. In fact, SOAs 2 and 3
produce nearly identical pulses without the use of any filter. Figure 3.3
shows the generated optical pulses reducing the ASE from each SOA fil-
tering with a 3 nm interference filter.
Figure 3.4 shows the temporal and spectral shapes of pulses with same
intensity level and four different polarization states, filtered ASE, where
an offset has been introduced in the vertical axis only for visualization
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(a) Optical output.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Generated optical pulses, as required for the implemen-
tation of the decoy state BB84 protocol. Note that the driving currents
are such that the peak optical intensities from the four SOAs are similar,
although ASE is present which reduces the degree of indistinguishabil-
ity. (b) Driving signals (monitored on an oscilloscope with 50Ω input
impedance). The sequence of the driving signals follow the periodic se-
quence stored in the CPLD electronic controller.
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Figure 3.3: Generated optical pulses after extensively removing ASE us-
ing a 3nm interference filter with central peak wavelength of 852 nm.
Hence, producing nearly identical directly increases the degree of indis-
tinguishability of the different optical states.
purposes otherwise the pulses would highly overlap in intensity.
The modulator “ON” window has duration of at least 5 ns, much larger
than that of the optical pulse. Therefore, only the amplitude of the optical
pulse changes, while the temporal and spectral shapes remain unaltered.
As expected, Fig. 3.4 shows the high degree of similarity of the pulses
indicating minimal pulse distortion due to the SOAs. The mutual infor-
mation computed is commented below:
• Spatial: The coupling output fiber also serves as a spatial filter,
removing higher order modes. Because of the short length of the
output SMF fiber (few centimeters) there might be still information
transmitted by the fiber cladding. However this information leakage
I(S : B) would be of the order of 10−5 bits per pulse.
• Spectral: The mutual information between the bit value B and the
spectra F is I(F : B) = 1.75 · 10−3 bits per pulse.
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Figure 3.4: Temporal (a) and spectral (b) profiles for pulses with same
intensity level (high) and four different polarization states, where an offset
has been introduced in the vertical axis only for visualization purposes.
As expected, these show a high degree of similarity, indicating minimal
distortion of the pulses.
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• Temporal: The mutual information between the bit value B and
the temporal shape T is I(T : B) = 1.92 · 10−3 bits per pulse,
when removing the ASE. If the ASE is not removed, considering
the generated optical pulses from the four particular SOAs avail-
able, the mutual information computes to I(T : B) = 7.25 · 10−2
bits per pulse, mainly because of high levels of ASE in SOAs 1 and
4. If SOAs were pre-selected to have low ASE the I(T : B) could
achieve the 10−3 bits per pulse order.
The level of indistinguishability is directly reflected on the amount of
secure key rate (SKR) that has to be removed in the privacy amplification
step, in order to ensure security. The amount of bits to be removed when
filtering with interference filters (10−3 bits per pulse) can be achieved
without using an interference filter but pre-selecting four SOAs with sim-
ilar low ASE values. Considering the above values for I(S : B), I(F : B)
and I(T : B) the according information leakage is small compared to the
information leakage indicated by the QBER of the contribution of pulses
with more than one photon.
3.3 QKD system performance
A consistent method to determine the performance of a source is to im-
plement a measurement of a QKD transmission. Mainly, the system per-
formance is determined by the QBER, regarded that the detection sub-
system part has high fidelity performance. However, it has to be taken
into account that such a measurement does not reflect security issues,
side-channel information leakage, that could reduce the effective key gen-
eration rate.
3.3.1 Synchronization electronics
A central electronic system, shown in Fig. 3.5, provides synchronized sig-
nals to the transmitter (Alice) and receiver (Bob). Synchronization entails
that all signals are generated from the same central clock or completely
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synchronized clocks, which results with no relative frequency drifts be-
tween signals. The required signals are: clock, (SOA,intensity) data bus,
10 MHz reference and repeating re-synchronization initial signal. The
clock indicates the pulse repetition frequency to modulate the LD. At the
same rate at least four bits are required to select which of the SOA and
which of the three intensities through the data bus (SOA,intensity). It is
required to have the capability to program a time delay between the clock
and (SOA,intensity) selection with minimum resolution of 1 ns and a dy-
namic range of 10 ns. The central system also provides a synchronized
copy of the clock at 10 MHz (sinusoidal to drive an AC coupled 1 KΩ ter-
mination with 1 Vpp) and generates a repeating re-synchronization initial
pulse signal where a rising edge (matched to 50Ω higher than 500 mV,
better 2 V) is generated every 99072 symbols when working at a clock
frequency of 100 MHz (ideally this factor should be programmable). The
re-synchronization signal produces a sharp rising edge (below 1 ns) with
pulse width of 50 ns - 150 ns at the start of the sequence and is repeated
every specified number of symbols. The rise time jitter for the synchro-
nization signal has to be smaller than 1 ns.
3.3.2 Measurement statistics
In QKD systems, the performance parameter of relevance is the QBER. In
order to correctly estimate the achieved QBER performing measurements,
some statistics considerations have to be taken into account. QBER is
the ratio between erroneous detections e and total detections N , sum of
good detections Nc and e, only considering sifted qubits. In a correctly
performing system a sufficiently good QBER and low dark count rate
(noise) can be expected. In this situation of interest the approximation
Nc >> e is valid and N ≈ Nc. For convenience, QBER can be expressed
in the natural logarithm as QBERln = ln e− lnNc. Then, the variance is
σ2QBERln =
(
∂QBERln
∂e
)2
σ2e +
(
∂QBERln
∂Nc
)2
σ2Nc (3.1)
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where σ2e and σ
2
Nc
are the variances of e and Nc, respectively. The partial
derivatives are
∂QBERln
∂e
=
1
e
(3.2)
∂QBERln
∂Nc
=
−1
Nc
(3.3)
Photon counting statistics considering Poissonian states obey σ2n = n.
Substituting into (Eq. 3.1), considering Nc >> e, σ2QBERln ≈ 1/e and
the standard deviation ∆QBERln ≈ 1/
√
e. Expressed in decibels units
∆QBERdB = 2(10/ ln 10)∆QBERln.
In particular, considering 20 dB QBER with an uncertainty of 1 dB
requires around 2000 sifted photons. This only includes sifted qubits, but
raw qubits are detected which are in general twice the number of sifted
ones, doubling the required number of detected qubits to 4000. Fur-
thermore, four states are monitored (e.g. polarization states) in BB84,
quadrupling the number of required total detections per channel. Hence,
around 16000 measurements would be required for a good estimation of
the QBER using detected qubits evaluating four polarization states.
3.3.3 QKD parameters measurement
Figure 3.5 shows the setup used for the decoy state BB84 transmission
measurement. The output bare fiber was connected to a free-space colli-
mator pointing to the polarization-sensitive detection module, a.k.a. “Bob
module” commonly used for polarization-encoded QKD. The polariza-
tion detection fidelity is defined as the ratio between erroneous detected
polarization states to total detected polarization states. Fidelity defines
the capability to correctly resolve the received polarization states. In
particular, the assembled receiver module used in the experiment has
7.9× 10−3 fidelity. Alice’s and Bob’s time references were synchronized
using a classical channel providing a 10 MHz clock signal. The detec-
tions from the single-photon avalanche detectors (SAPD) were recorded
by a timetagging unit and then transferred to a computer to derive the rel-
evant parameters (e.g. lower bound secure key rate (LBSKR), raw key
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rate (RKR) and quantum bit error ratio (QBER)). The parameters of in-
terest were extrapolated using enough accumulated detections in a burst
mode operation, which for high RKR it accounted for about 100 ms while
for the lowest RKR it accounted for 16.6 minutes. The timetagging unit
allows 10 Mcps transmission to the computer, by direct memory access
(DMA), and also it has a timestamp resolution of 78.125 ps. Accounting
for 500 ps jitter of SAPD (Perkin Elmer SPCM-AQ4C), 100 ps jitter and
400 ps of the width of the generated optical pulses, a 1 ns time window
was implemented by software, allowing to reduce the background noise.
Timetagging
unit
Bob module
NPBS HWP PBS
PBS
SAPD SAPD
SAPD
SAPD
10 MHz reference
Alice module
C
USB
Synchronization signalCentral
Electronic
Measurement
System
(SOA,intensity) selectionClock
Figure 3.5: Scheme of the QKD measurement setup. Alice module is
composed of the FPS also providing a common clock signal of 10 MHz in
order to synchronize Alice and Bob modules. (C) denotes a fiber to free-
space collimator, (NDF) a neutral density filter, (NPBS) a non-polarizing
beamsplitter, (HWP) a half-wave plate, (PBS) a polarizing beamsplitter
and (SAPD) a single-photon detector.
The free-space link was emulated in the laboratory by placing differ-
ent neutral density attenuators along the propagation path from Alice (the
source) to Bob (the receiver). Then rates and performances of the QKD
decoy state BB84 protocol were measured using the presented source. In
the implementation of the BB84 protocol, only single-photon pulses con-
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tribute to the secure key, while in the 3-state decoy state protocol the full
range of intensities should be considered. All but privacy amplification
was implemented, were the lower bound for the secure key generation
rate can be obtained as demonstrated in [37, 38].
Figure 3.6 shows the detected RKR and QBER, and the resulting LB-
SKR, for different link attenuations. In the transmission measurement the
detectors’ efficiency was set to 50%, 2 dB were accounted for losses due
to the transmitting and receiving optical setup with a background yield of
5.58× 10−4. The background yield Y0 includes the detectors’ dark count
and other background contributions from stray light [42] and is the major
cause for the drop in secure key rate at large distances. As expected, for
signal rates well above the noise floor the RKR decreases exponentially
as the attenuation increases, so does the LBSKR. When the signal rate de-
creases the noise starts to dominate, so the QBER increases rapidly as well
as the LBSKR, until the QBER is > 0.11 when the LBSKR drops com-
pletely to zero. In particular, results for the emulated decoy state BB84
protocol transmission, for a particular attenuation of 6 dB, are shown in
Table 3.3.3. Achieved LBSKR of 3.64 Mbps with a QBER as low as
1.14 × 10−2 for an attenuation of 6 dB while the achieved LBSKR be-
came 187 bps for an attenuation as high as 35 dB.
3.4 Summary
It has been shown that a single photon source based on an attenuated laser
diode for QKD applications can be built based on a novel scheme includ-
ing semiconductor optical amplifiers. The source is capable of generating
pulses of different polarization distributed over four states and three inten-
sity levels required for decoy state BB84 protocol. A lower bound secure
key rate of 3.64 Mbps with a quantum bit error ratio as low as 1.14×10−2
for an attenuation of 6 dB.
Given the relatively low driving voltages of the SOAs, the laser diode
and the other integrated optical components, the proposed transmitter is
potentially low power consumption, highly integrable and stable. The ex-
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Figure 3.6: QKD BB84 implementing decoy states transmission results.
Raw Key Rate (blue solid line), Lower Bound Secure Key Rate (red
dashed line) and QBER (magenta dotted line). The detectors’ efficiency
was set to 50%, background yield 5.58 × 10−4, 2 dB were accounted for
losses due to the transmitting and receiving optical systems.
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Parameter Value Parameter Value
Attenuation 6 dB Qµ 1.18× 10−1
µ 0.5 Qv1 1.8× 10−2
ν1 6.6× 10−2 Qv2 3× 10−3
ν2 2× 10−3 eµ 1.14× 10−2
Rsecure 3.64 Mbps f (Eµ) 1.16
Table 3.2: Summary of the QKD results for a BB84 transmission, im-
plementing the decoy state protocol. The obtained values are for a 6 dB
attenuation, where µ, ν1 and ν2 are the signal, decoy 1 and decoy 2 (ide-
ally vacuum) states. The computed values are the gains for the signal Qµ,
decoy 1 Qν1 , decoy 2 Qν2 states and the QBER for the signal states eµ.
Finally the lower bound of the secure key rate Rsecure, for the presented
source, is 3.64 Mbps with a QBER as low as 1.14× 10−2 while a Rsecure
of 187 bps for an attenuation as high as 35 dB.
perimental demonstration has been carried out at 850 nm, for the imple-
mentation in free-space links, with 100 MHz generation rates. However,
taking into consideration that the SOA’s bandwidth can go well beyond
10 GHz and operate also at other wavelengths (e.g. 1310 nm and 1550
nm for fiber transmission), the source is scalable to higher bit rates, the
upper limit probably being set by the laser diode itself.
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Chapter 4
Pulsed semiconductor laser
based random number generator
Random numbers support critical activities in advanced economies, in-
cluding secure communications, numerical simulation and quantitative fi-
nance. In this Chapter, a proposed random number generator is described
and the physics foundations which it is based on are analyzed. It ex-
tracts random bits from vacuum using optical independent amplification.
Finally, a statistical test of the randomness is performed to qualify the
device utilizing standard validation methods.
4.1 True random number generators
Although any quantum measurement provides some randomness, a prac-
tical source must be simultaneously fast, inexpensive, and robust. For this
purpose, fluctuations of the quantum vacuum are very attractive because
the electric field amplitude is a continuous quantity, a single measure-
ment can yield many true random bits. True vacuum is also perfectly
white, uncorrelated, and broadband; the quantum field renews its random
value arbitrarily quickly. Guaranteeing true vacuum is far from trivial,
however; any scattered light will contribute a non-random component to
the field measurement. Homodyne detection based schemes [62, 63, 73]
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guarantee that the signals originate in vacuum noise. The method relies
on the vacuum noise fluctuations as homodyne detection schemes, and
at the same time achieves high bandwidth, because the requirement for
shot-noise-limited detection is removed.
Relative to demonstrated methods for RNG and achieved speeds, it is
proposed a device highly integrated, using commercially available com-
ponents, but also has other advantages [100]. In particular, the strong
current modulation, well above and below threshold, ensures true ran-
domness from vacuum. This active gain control allows a single device to
have both a short coherence time, for rapid extraction of uncorrelated ran-
dom bits, and a high signal level. In this way, standard photodiodes can be
used. Furthermore, due to the high power of the signal pulses, the signal-
to-noise ratio (SNR) is high. Hence, several random bits per detection
event can be generated, limited by the classical noise of the measurement
equipment. It is the first time that current gain modulation is used in a
QRNG.
4.2 Device operation
A distributed feedback (DFB) laser diode (LD) is used as the oscillator,
providing single-mode operation and high modulation bandwidth. The
DFB LD is directly modulated at around 100 MHz by a train of ∼ 1 ns
electrical pulses. A polarization-maintaining, all-fiber unbalanced Mach-
Zehnder interferometer (MZI) with a relative delay of tlp ≈ 10 ns pro-
vides stable single-mode operation of the interferometer, as shown in Fig.
4.1.
The LD is set with 24 mA DC bias current, far below its threshold
value of 36 mA. Phase-randomized coherent optical pulses of 400 ps time
width and 3.5 mW peak power are produced. A 30 dB optical isolator
(OI) is placed just after the LD to avoid back reflections into the oscillator
cavity. Then, the linearly polarized optical pulses are split in power us-
ing a polarization maintaining coupler (PMC) with a fixed coupling ratio.
In one of the output ports of the PMC, a 2 m polarization maintaining
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Figure 4.1: (LD Pulse Driver) denotes the electrical pulse generator to
directly modulate the laser, (LD) laser diode, (PMF) polarization main-
taining fiber, (PMC) polarization maintaining coupler, a temporal delay
in one arm of the interferometer is introduced by a 2 m long PMF and
(PD) is a fast photodiode.
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fiber (PMF) patchcord is connected, which corresponds approximately to
the equivalent length of the pulse repetition frequency (PRF). Both arms
of the interferometer are connected to a second PMC where the interfer-
ence between pulses takes place. The overall interferometer setup, at the
output, has power coupling ratios of T 212 ≈ 49.8% and R212 ≈ 40.3%,
and polarization isolation of 23.98 dB and 25.23 dB for the two arms.
At one of the output ports of the interferometer, a 150 MHz photodiode
is connected to collect the different interfering optical pulses which are
processed by a fast oscilloscope. The oscilloscope is operated with a 200
MHz bandwidth for the input channel, triggered by the system clock ref-
erence.
The path delay difference of the interferometer can be adjusted to tem-
porally overlap subsequent pulses. On the one hand, the time delay be-
tween interfering pulses can be controlled by fine tunning the propagation
properties of the long arm of the interferometer to change the parameter
φloop. For instance, by changing the temperature of the optical fiber one
can produce a refractive index change and also thermal expansion of a
wavelength for a 0.03◦C temperature change, corresponding to 4.25 fs.
Albeit, the time adjustment range achievable is limited compared to the
pulse repetition period∼ 10 ns. On the other hand, the interferometer can
be temperature stabilized to within 0.01◦C to keep the parameter φloop fix
and the PRF changed to increase or decrease the time between succes-
sive pulses. The time delay difference between both arms of the MZI is
related to the PRF as ∆t = 1/PRF, which allows an accurate and larger
time adjustment range. The path delay difference of the interferometer
was adjusted by setting the PRF at 97.6 MHz.
4.3 Laser physics analysis
In semiconductor lasers the laser dynamics depends sensitively on the
charge carrier densities, set by the DC current bias, which provide the
optical gain [101]. The noise due to spontaneous emission is the domi-
nant noise source in laser diodes (LD) which presents thermal light char-
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acteristics. Since the spontaneous emission noise extends over a large
wavelength range, it can be considered as a white noise source with a
delta-function autocorrelation.
The average spontaneous emission rate Rsp, is the number of spon-
taneously generated photons per unit of time within the considered os-
cillating laser mode. Not considering structural factors of the LD cav-
ity which are not numerically relevant, Rsp is approximated by Rsp ≈
gnspc0/n = 10
12s−1, g ≈ 100 cm−1 is the gain of the fundamental mode
and nsp ≈ 1.5...2.5 is the inversion factor. While, S is the number of
photons in the cavity, which derives from the laser equation rates. For a
single-facet LD, given an output power P , S is given by
S =
nP
hνc0αm
(4.1)
where h is the Planck’s constant, ν is the optical center frequency, n = 3.6
is the refractive index of the guiding layer of the LD, c0 is the speed of
light in vacuum and αm is the facet loss defined as
αm =
1
2nL
ln
(
1
R
)
(4.2)
where L = 300µm is the typical cavity length and R = 30% is the reflec-
tivity of the exiting facet mirror.
The phase change ∆φi due to a single spontaneous emission event al-
ters S from the steady-state value. When S is altered Fig. 4.2, the LD un-
dergoes damped relaxation oscillations, which return S to a steady-state
[102].The principle of superposition holds, thus the total phase change for
many spontaneous emission events overlapping in time is the sum of the
individual phase changes.
If the average spontaneous emission rate is Rsp, the average phase
change is
〈∆φ〉 = −αRspt
2S
(4.3)
where t is time and (1+α2) is the linewidth enhancement factor, typically
for semiconductor laser diodes α ≈ 4.6− 6.2. The overall average spon-
taneous emission causes a field intensity change equivalent to adding one
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Figure 4.2: Phase ∆φ and optical intensity ∆I instantaneous changes
of the optical field caused by a single spontaneous emission event. The
intensity increases and the phase change has a random value.
photon to the mode. However, it produces a large change of the number
of photons of several hundreds. Due to the random spontaneous emis-
sion events, the phase φ executes Brownian motion and has a Gaussian
probability distribution, with a variance
〈
∆φ2
〉
=
αRsp(1 + α
2)t
2S
(4.4)
Considering operating the laser diode below threshold with a typical
output power P ≈ 100µW and a renewal time t = 10ns, the average
phase change is 〈∆φ〉 ≈ −10 rad and the variance is 〈∆φ2〉 ≈ 50.68
rad2. These settings produce a phase variation which covers the whole 2pi
range.
It is desired to operate the laser below threshold to obtain large phase
variations in a given time t. Then, it is convenient to amplify the optical
field to a macroscopic value to allow high signal-to-noise ratio measure-
ments. Electrical injected current into the laser produces a time transition-
state with known associated time-scale dynamics. The relevant time-scale
dynamics are given by the electronic relaxation rate Γs, the optical relax-
ation rate γs and the resonant coupling frequency ωr. The desired time-
scale dynamics are such that allow to generate an optical pulse by direct
current modulation. A convenient generated pulse is the one that has re-
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duced overshot and a short time width so that the laser can rapidly be
taken below threshold again. The lower the DC bias current the more
phase variation produced but the time-scale-dynamics become slower.
Figure 4.3 shows the train of optical pulses generated by the laser
diode when driven by electrical pulses of 1 ns at 100 MHz repetition rate.
The resulting optical pulse duration is about 400 ps. The laser is biased
using a DC current of 24 mA, far below threshold 36 mA, and it is directly
modulated using a strong RF current of 50 mA (peak value) so that the
optical pulse is generated [97].
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Figure 4.3: Laser diode output and laser driver output results. Laser
driver output (upper curve, right axis) produces few-ns, negative-going
pulses which drive the DFB laser briefly above threshold. The laser out-
put (lower curve, left axis), shows pulses with 100 MHz repetition rate
and sub-ns duration.
The method operates on the field within a single mode of a semicon-
ductor diode laser. The spontaneous emission behaves like thermal light,
thus it has a Gaussian probability density distribution [97]. The LD acts
as an amplifier for the spontaneous emission field which is also dependent
on the existing cavity mode field. In turn, the spontaneous emission field
has an impact both in the intensity noise and in the phase noise of the
LD. The laser is first operated far below threshold, producing simultane-
ously strong attenuation of the cavity field and input of amplified spon-
taneous emission (ASE). This attenuates to a negligible level any prior
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coherence, while the ASE, itself a product of vacuum fluctuations, con-
tributes a masking field with a true random phase. The laser is then briefly
taken above threshold, to rapidly amplify the cavity field to a macroscopic
level. When the laser is taken above threshold, the equilibrated field is
amplified, limited by gain depletion [103], to produce observed output
powers of P ≈ 3.5 mW or 1.5 × 107 photons/ns. The amplification is
electrically-pumped and thus phase-independent. Due to gain saturation,
the resulting field has a predictable amplitude but a true random phase.
The cycle is repeated, producing a stream of phase-randomized, nearly
identical optical pulses. As shown in Fig. 4.1, interference of subsequent
pulses converts the phase randomness into a stream of pulses with random
energies, which is directly detected and digitized.
During the attenuation phase, the cavity field is described by the Langevin
equation:
d
dt
a = −iωa− 1
2
γa+ Γ, (4.5)
where a is the field operator for the mode, ω is its angular frequency, γ
is the (energy) decay rate and Γ = γ1/2ares + ΓASE is a noise operator,
with ares a reservoir mode. The first term is from attenuation [104], and
the second from ASE. γ = γcav + γmat follows: The cavity contribution
is γcav = −c0/(2nL) ln(R) = 5 × 1010 s−1, where c0 is the speed of
light in vacuum, R is the out-coupler reflectivity, n is the refractive in-
dex, and Lm is the cavity length. The material contribution γmat ranges
from cα/n ≈ 1011 s−1 at zero current to γmat = −γcav at threshold. Here
α ≈ 104cm−1 is the intrinsic absorption of GaAs at 852nm [105]. In-
terpolating, at 70% threshold current, γ ≈ 1011 s−1, or about 400 dB/ns.
This renders completely negligible any prior coherence in the cavity, and
the remaining field is an equilibrium between ASE and attenuation. The
phase of this field is a true quantum random variable, its value determined
by ASE which is driven by vacuum fluctuations.
Considering the speed limits of this technique, even at a modulation
rate of 10 GHz, i.e., an attenuation time of ∼ 50 ps, the attenuation is 20
dB. The field contribution remaining from the previous pulse is 6× 10−4
photons, or ≈ 10 bits below the vacuum fluctuations. The physics of the
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process can thus support QRNG rates in excess of 100 Gbps.
4.4 Characterization of the coherence of the
laser pulses
The interferometric setup allows to determine the first order coherence
properties of the laser pulses, described by the correlation functionsG(τ) ≡∫
dt 〈 Eˆ(−) (t)Eˆ(+)(t+τ) 〉, or its normalized version g(τ) ≡ G(τ)/G(0).
Here Eˆ(±) are the positive- and negative-frequency parts of the emitted
field Eˆ and integrals are taken over the duration of the pulse. The pulse
energies G(0) are narrowly distributed, and g(trep) has near-unit mag-
nitude and random phase, where trep corresponds to the time between
successive pulses given by the PRF. Subsequent pulses have very similar
envelopes and random phases φ. The interferometer output is Eˆout (t) =
T12Eˆ(t) + R12Eˆ(t + tlp) where T12, R12 indicate combined transmis-
sion and reflection coefficients through the two splitters. If the pulse
energy in both arms of the interferometer is defined as ui ≡ R212G(0)
and vi+1 ≡ T 212G(0), the energy at the output port of the interferometer,
u
(out)
i ≡
∫
dt 〈 Eˆ(−)out (t)Eˆ(+)out (t) 〉i is given by
u
(out)
i = ui + vi+1 + 2|g(tlp)|
√
uivi+1 cos (φi − φi+1 − φlp) (4.6)
where φlp = ωtlp is the phase introduced by the delay loop.
First, the interferometer length and DC current working point are op-
timized to find the largest variance of interfered pulse energies, as shown
in Fig. 4.4. Figure 4.4(a) shows the time difference adjustment tolerance
with respect to the optimum, which strongly depends on the time width
of the interfering pulses. In particular, for the generated optical pulses
the tolerance is of around 200 ps, equivalently around 2 MHz detuning.
Figure 4.4(b) shows the relative variance of interfered pulse energies. The
largest variance is found for 24 mA, which is below threshold 36 mA.
The relevant statistics are measured as follows (data shown in Fig.
4.5(a)): narrow distributions of ui and vi+1 are directly observed by block-
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Figure 4.4: Adjustment of the parameters of the RNG. (a) Temporal over-
lapping adjustment with respect the optimum time delay difference. The
time difference can be fine tuned by modifying the pulse repetition fre-
quency. (b) LD bias current working point adjustment. Notice that the
optimum value, 24 mA is below threshold, 36 mA.
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ing one or the other path. Interference leads to a broadening of the ob-
served distribution, with the broadest distribution corresponding to trep =
tlp. From the width of the u
(out)
i distribution and the mean values of
ui, vi+1, the interference visibility is |g(tlp)| ≈ 90.22%. To demonstrate
that the laser pulses are phase-uncorrelated, statistics are collected both
for φlp fixed, and for φlp swept over several pi, obtained by heating the
fiber loop during acquisition. Results, shown in Fig. 4.5(b), are statis-
tically identical, indicating the absence of phase relation between subse-
quent pulses.
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Figure 4.5: Inter-pulse interference measured by output energy distribu-
tions. (a) Distributions for: individual pulse energies ui,vi+1, interfering
pulse energies u(out)i under different PRF and hence different trep. (b) Out-
put pulse energy histogram for delay-loop temperatures of 25 ◦C (fixed),
and 24 ◦C to 26 ◦C (scanned). Loop phase has no observable effect on the
distribution, indicating statistical independence of the pulses’ phases.
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4.5 Statistical testing
The output of the photodiode was highpass filtered with a cutoff frequency
of 40 MHz and digitized using the waveform integration function of an
oscilloscope with input bandwidth 200 MHz, sampling speed of 2.5 Gsps
and a 12-bit analog-to-digital converter (ADC). The 10 ns time range set-
ting, compliant with the PRF, and sampling speed of the oscilloscope per-
mits to acquire 25 samples over a pulse. The oscilloscope translates the
multiple samples per pulse to a single measurement. The nearly uniform
distribution of observed energies permits the use of equally-sized encod-
ing bins, and facilitates calibration. Records of 106 output pulses were
collected in order to characterize the statistical correlations of the ac-
quired raw data and to determine the number of extractable random bits
per pulse. The normalized correlation of successive samples as a function
of sample delay of the raw data is computed as the modulo-N circular
auto-correlation for finite length sequences and it is normalized to the
maximum, shown in Fig. 4.6(a). The correlation of data samples follows
a delta-function like behavior which indicates an uncorrelated sequence
with low impact of drifts in the device. The quantum random bit content
of the recorded signal is determined as follows: The pulse distribution of
Fig. 4.5 is divided into 2b equally-sized bins and the Shannon entropy is
calculated. As shown in Fig. 4.6(b), the entropy increases linearly with
b, up to the value b = 12, where it saturates to 11.8 bits of entropy. The
same procedure, applied to the detection noise, finds the classical noise
entropy. Subtracting the noise entropy, the quantum optical noise contri-
bution reaches a level of 11.1 bits per pulse at b = 12. Multiple samples
per pulse achieves larger accuracy when used together with higher reso-
lution ADC. This allows to better bound the contribution of the classical
noise and thus permits to extract more true random bits per pulse.
The observed classical noise, however random it may appear, could in
principle be the result of a completely predictable process. Indeed, ran-
domness tests (described below) detect patterns in the recorded classical
noise. To completely remove these patterns, the entropy of the classical
noise places an upper bound on the information it can contain. Then this
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Figure 4.6: Measured correlation and entropy of acquired pulses. (a) Nor-
malized correlation of successive samples as a function of sample delay
of the raw data. The correlation data samples follows a delta-function
like behavior indicating a random sequence. (b) Total entropy, calculated
from the measured distribution. Distribution is divided into 2b bins, from
which the Shannon entropy is calculated. Optical contribution, up to 11.1
bits per pulse, is found by subtracting entropy of the measured electronic
noise.
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quantity of information is removed, using cryptographic hash functions,
from the combined quantum and classical noise [62]. Here, the Whirlpool
hash function is used [75]; other standard randomness extractors could
have also been employed [76, 77]. These cryptographic functions mix
the input data bits, increasing the theoretically secure entropy per bit at
the cost of losing output bits. The reduction factor of the hash function
applied to the collected raw bits is 1.08. As a result, the random bit gen-
eration rate of the current device accounts to 1.11 Gbps.
All tests of randomness from TestU01 [80] have been performed.
Considering the optical pulse data set, some test fail when applied to the
raw data set, while they were successfully passed when applied to the
hashed data set. Confirming that the hashing removes any remaining pre-
dictable behavior and increases the entropy per bit. Instead, the classical
noise data set fails some tests both before and after hashing, using the
same hashing factor.
4.6 Summary
In summary, high-bandwidth extraction of random bits from quantum
vacuum fluctuations using optical amplification was demonstrated. The
use of strong attenuation followed by amplification guarantees that the
signal originates from quantum noise, and provides macroscopic signals
compatible with the highest bandwidth detection. With commercially-
available components, over 1 Gbps true random number generation was
demonstrated. The QRNG device is low in power consumption, is ro-
bust, and can be easily automated allowing it to have a long operational
lifetime. Consideration of the laser physics indicates that rates above 10
Gbps and even 100 Gbps are possible. The high random number gener-
ation rate extends the practical applications of this method to erode the
dominance of currently used classical RNG choices. The method can be
applied to high speed secure communication, to the gambling industry
and to cryptography.
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Chapter 5
Free-space QKD system
Free-space QKD is a major research line in global quantum communica-
tion applications. In this Chapter, a free-space QKD system is presented
and technical details described. First, an automatic operating faint pulse
source is described, also consisting of a polarization control system suit-
able for free-space links. Second, a compact mechanical polarization re-
ceiver attached to a tracking receiving telescope was developed. Finally,
requirements and procedures for QKD system data synchronization and
processing is presented.
5.1 System overview
Free-space QKD attracts attention for global quantum communication be-
cause of its low-transmission loss, compared to fiber-transmission sys-
tems. Although, a major milestone in free-space QKD systems is the
possibility to achieve successful transmission with moving targets, such
as satellites. An intermediate milestone, which represents a major suc-
cess in its own right, is the achievement of the conditions for polarization
control along the space channel and the synchronization with adequate
signal to noise ratio. The ultimate milestone is the demonstration of a
QKD protocol in a satellite-to-ground downlink or ground-to-satellite up-
link configuration.
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All free-space QKD systems experimentally implemented involve links
between static terminals. However, a mobile QKD system would be a sig-
nificant step towards more realistic scenarios, like the transmission of se-
cure data between vehicles, aircrafts and space-to-ground or intra-satellite
quantum communication.
The different parts of a QKD system for mobile platforms, where the
transmitter (Tx) is in motion with respect to a static receiver (Rx) are pre-
sented. The system is part of the EXTRA project, which aims to build a
1 km free-space quantum communication link, where the transmitter (Al-
ice) is placed on a mobile platform and the receiver (Bob) is a fixed track-
ing telescope. The Tx is constituted by a faint pulse source, a feedback
system for source and polarization calibration, and a pointing/tracking
system using a galvanometric optical scanner (galvo) compensated in po-
larization. The Rx is based on a catadioptric telescope which is used to
collect the photons emitted by the Tx and deliver them to a polarization
analyzer module (Bob). Finally, synchronized data is processed to per-
form QKD reconciliation step.
5.2 Transmitter source
The source integrated into the transmitter system is based on LiNbO3
modulators [83]. A computerized control for the calibration step for the
amplitude modulator and polarization modulator would be desirable for
the faint pulse source (FPS), in order to operate in the foreseen field test
experiments. The developed automatic control is split into two working
operations. First, the control system calibrates and sets the parameters of
involved devices. Second, it generates the correct driving signals needed
for the FPS source to implement a QKD transmission. In Table 5.1 the
different characteristics of the parameters to be controlled for each active
device conforming the source are described.
The source is based on an already proposed scheme, but a polarization
controller (PC) and a calibration feedback loop were added, shown in Fig.
5.1. The optical output of the PC is collimated to 6mm 1/e2 diameter and
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Device Parameters Goal Drifts Time scale Inputs
Laser diode Optical pulse peak
power.
Constant absolute
optical pulse peak
power for the cw
train of optical
pulses.
Absolute optical
pulse peak power
variation.
Months. DC current bias
and RF current
pulses.
Amplitude modu-
lator
DC bias voltage
and RF driving
voltages.
Constant absolute
optical pulse peak
power for the
different intensity
levels.
DC bias point and
RF voltages for the
different intensity
levels.
Seconds. DC voltage input
and RF voltage in-
put.
Polarization modu-
lator
RF driving volt-
ages.
Constant relative
polarization states
but absolute or-
thogonality of the
states.
RF voltages for the
different polariza-
tion states.
Seconds. RF voltage input.
Polarization con-
troller
Different stages’
voltages.
Constant absolute
position of the
different polariza-
tion states on the
Poincare sphere
and pointing mir-
rors compensation.
TBD. TBD and at least
1 kHz to compen-
sate for the steering
mirrors.
Digital voltage sig-
nal.
Steering mirrors - Pointing polariza-
tion compensation.
Minutes 1 kHz. Digital voltage sig-
nal.
Table 5.1: Different devices’ parameters to be controlled and associated
drifts.
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a 0.09mrad divergence. The feedback loop consist on picking-off optical
signal using a non-polarizing beamsplitter. The probe signal is fed into
a polarizer followed by a photodiode to convert optical intensity into a
voltage signal that can be processed by electronic hardware. Through
the transmission branch of the non-polarization beamsplitter, the beam
is attenuated to the single photon level with a calibrated neutral density
filter.
Laser
Diode
Polarization Optical
Attenuator
Polarization
Controller Collimator
Non-Polarizing
Beam Splitter
Control
Electronics
Polarizer
PMF SMFPMF
45º
Sync Signal generator
Pulses
Amplitude Polarization
# Levels: 3 # Levels: 4
70 dB
Amplitude
Modulator Modulator
PMF PMF
LD driver
100 MHz / 400 ps
SMF
Frequency : 100 MHz +45º
-45º
Right-handed circular
Left-handed circular
SMF SMF
Figure 5.1: FPS source scheme. The source is based on an already pro-
posed scheme, but a calibration feedback loop was added. The feedback
loop consist on picking-off optical signal using a non-polarizing beam-
splitter. The probe signal is fed into a polarizer followed by a photodiode
to convert optical intensity into a voltage signal that can be processed by
electronic hardware.
The calibration control consists in an integrator-probe signal configu-
ration. It uses a low frequency probe signal which is coherently detected
with a low speed photodiode and analog-to-digital converter (ADC) (ac-
cepts up to 2 Vpp). The calibration algorithm feeds a 800 Hz sinusoidal
tone with adjustable amplitude, mounted on the value of an integrator, the
gain of the integrator can be positive or negative. Higher tone frequencies
are not desirable because they would introduce a non-negligible phase
delay which would cause the algorithm of coherent detection to fail.
The optical input signal consists of a train of pulses at 100 MHz mod-
ulated by the tone and integrator value, through either the AM or the PM.
The optical power in the zero harmonic (DC carrier) is almost as high as
that in the first 100 MHz harmonic, because the optical pulses have around
10% duty-cycle. Thus, it is convinient to only use the zero harmonic and
filter out the higher harmonics (otherwise they would have to be demod-
ulated down to DC). At the input of the ADC, before the single-ended to
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differential converter, a low pass filter DC-1.9MHz is placed to remove
the signal modulated at the first harmonic that the photodiode is able to
detect. Issues working at DC include a much higher noise, otherwise DC
could be rejected and a RF power detector could be used to demodulate
the first harmonic.
The calibration algorithm searches for the maximum and the mini-
mum of the modulators’ transfer functions. Once they have been retrieved
a squared cosine function is assumed to compute the transfer function
curve. The algorithm monitors the power of the detected tone, being pro-
portional to the slope of the transfer function, while the integrator value
is scanned. The algorithm stops when a zero is detected, practically the
value is below an indicated noise level. The value at which the integrator
stops is stored. Taking into account the sign of the gain of the integrator a
minimum or maximum is differentiated. The integrator integrates, since
the start of algorithm, the value of the slope times the gain. The slope is
retrieved by using the sinusoidal probe signal.
I ∝
∫
m (t) k (5.1)
where I stand for integrator,m (t) is the current slope of the transfer func-
tion, it is function of the time since the integrator moves the working point
on the transfer function and k is the gain of the integrator. When placed
at the positive slope part of the optical transfer function (cos (x)2), a neg-
ative value of the integrator gain will go to lower values thus converging
to a minimum while a positive gain value will converge to a maximum.
When placed at the negative slope part of the optical transfer function, a
negative value of the integrator will converge to a maximum and a pos-
itive value of the gain of the algorithm will converge to a minimum. To
know when the searching algorithm is done it can be checked whether the
previous value (or average values) of the integrator converges.
In order to have the adaptive algorithm running in the FPGA a mini-
mum SNR is needed. The SNR will be determined by the product of the
measured probe signal power (800 Hz) and the integrator coefficient gain.
The ADC accepts up to ±2V and it is mapped using a unsigned short int
(0-65535), thus the resolution is around 61µV.
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5.3 Link polarization control
A polarization steerable system was developed assembled with a fiber po-
larization controller (PC) and a galvanometric scanner, both controlled by
a digital signal processor (DSP) board [106]. The system implements the
control of the polarization state, which is decoupled from the pointing di-
rection of the galvo, by compensating with the PC the polarization trans-
formation induced by the galvo through a feed-forward control scheme.
Hence, the method presented can be extended to similar systems where it
is needed to decouple the system general state of polarization from other
transformations.
The integrated system implemented makes use of commercially avail-
able components, shown in Fig. 5.2. A fiber-pigtailed laser diode (LD)
at 850 nm generates a single polarization state with a high degree of po-
larization (DOP) into the PC. The output of the PC is properly launched
into the galvo system (GV) using a fiber to free-space collimator (C). A
dichroic mirror (DCM), placed before the galvo, reflects the signal from
the beacons to be imagined on the CCD through an imaging optics sys-
tem. Finally, the two imaged beacons on the CCD are processed by a
digital signal processor (DSP) to compensate relative angle rotations of
the receiver with respect to the transmitter, and galvo polarization trans-
formations at a rate of ∼ 20 ms.
5.3.1 Receiver orientation angle
The relative Tx-Rx orientation angle χ is retrieved by imaging the receiver
through the galvanometer system and computing the apparent rotation an-
gle. This imaging task is facilitated by two beacons, one brighter than the
other, mounted on either side of the receiver. Figure 5.3(a) sketches the
angle measurement algorithm. χ is the angle between the center vertical
axis of the CCD image and the clockwise angle to the brighter spot. The
rotation χ is converted into Mueller matrix formalism.
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Figure 5.2: Transmitter optical system scheme. (LD) denotes the laser
diode, (AM) amplitude modulator, (PM) polarization modulator, (PC) po-
larization controller, (C) fiber-collimator, (BS) non-polarizing beamsplit-
ter, (P) polarizer, (PD) photodiode, (NDF) neutral density filter, (GV)
galvanometric scanner with (M1) mirror 1 and (M2) mirror 2, (DCM)
dichroic mirror, (IO) imaging optics, (CCD) charge-coupled device cam-
era, (FPGA) field-programmable gate array, (DSP) digital signal proces-
sor and (B) transmitter beacon.
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Figure 5.3: Imaged beacons to retrieve the Tx-Rx relative angle rotation
χ. (a) The angle is computed between the central vertical axis of the CCD
image and the clockwise angle to the brighter beam spot. Notice that one
of the beams is brighter than the other to easily identify both spots. Five
pointing directions are considered with galvo mirrors’ angles and (PL)
polarimeter.
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5.3.2 Polarization compensation
The mobile polarization analyzer system consists of a polarimeter (PL)
with two 639 nm fiber-collimated laser beacons mounted on opposite
sides pointing to the transmitter. The two beacons are imaged using a
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera to retrieve any relative angle ro-
tation between the receiver PL and the transmitter galvo. The PL con-
sists of a rotating quarter-wave plate, a fixed polarizer and a photodiode
with ±0.25◦azimuth and ellipticity angle accuracy. The laser beacons are
mounted at 60 mm radius with respect the center aperture of the PL and
are collimated to a 1 mm beam waist.
Five pointing directions were considered to quantify the performance
of the system, with arbitrary placements and rotations of the receiver PL.
The target pointing directions are described by the angles of the galvo
mirrors and receiver orientation rotation, grouped in the triplet (α,β,χ).
Figure 5.3(0) shows the zero pointing which corresponds to (0◦,0◦,0◦),
considering it as the reference. The other four pointing directions shown
in Fig. 5.3 are: (1) pointing 1 (3.56◦,12.19◦,336.47◦), (2) pointing 2
(18.66◦,8.37◦,93.06◦), (3) pointing 3 (7.99◦,−0.13◦,4.01◦) and (4) point-
ing 4 (−4.03◦,3.30◦,243◦).
A manual polarization controller was added before the PC in order
to generate different input polarization states, taking them as reference at
the zero pointing. Four extra different pointing directions with arbitrary
receiver rotations have been considered, taking four different polarization
states measurements at each pointing direction. The error angle ∆ is
defined as the absolute arc angle between the final polarization state and
the reference polarization state at the zero pointing direction as
∆ =
∣∣∣∣12 cos−1 ( cos [2 (θpx − θpz)] cos [2 (ϕpx − ϕpz)])
∣∣∣∣ . (5.2)
θpx and ϕpx are azimuth and ellipticity for a particular final pointing di-
rection, and θpz and ϕpz are azimuth and ellipticity for the zero pointing,
considering an initial polarization state.
Figure 5.4 shows the error angles measured with the receiving PL,
separated in columns by pointing directions. They are identified in color
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markers for compensated and uncompensated system operation. Blue-
circle marker for Tx-Rx and galvo compensation, green-diamond marker
for galvo compensation, cyan-square marker for Tx-Rx compensation or
red-cross marker for no compensation. Error angles are plotted in loga-
rithmic scale, 10·log10 (∆), for clearer visualization of error angles close
to 0 rad.
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Figure 5.4: Error angle for different polarization states. The polariza-
tion states are measured with the receiving polarimeter. Different com-
pensation configurations are presented, compensation of the Tx-Rx and
galvo (blue-circle marker), galvo compensation (green-diamond marker),
Tx-Rx orientation (cyan-square marker) and no compensation (red-cross
marker). For each pointing direction and each compensation configu-
ration, four different polarization states are used, taking as reference the
zero pointing. Error angles are plotted in logarithmic scale, 10·log10 (∆),
for clearer visualization of error angles close to 0 rad. When the system
performs the compensation, the error angle is below 0.2 rad.
From Figure 5.4 it can be seen that the error angle due to the galvo for
different pointing directions is small. In contrast, the error angle when not
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compensating for the Tx-Rx rotation angle is directly proportional to χ.
When the system performs the compensation, the error angle is smaller
than 0.2 rad. The main contribution to the error angle when compensating
is due to system calibration loss due to drifts both in the SMF fibers and
PC, and small pointing misalignment between the Tx and Rx along the
line of propagation due to the manual placement of the PL. The perfor-
mance appears to be limited by hysteresis in the PC actuators, which is
largely but not completely canceled by our min-to-max driving strategy.
A driving strategy based on a tracking control of hysteretic piezoelec-
tric actuator using adaptive rate-dependent controller [107] could reduce
this error significantly. 0.1 is probably the lower limit given by the typ-
ical DOP degradation of commercial PCs. Typically, PC performance is
limited by the polarization dependent loss (PDL) to about 0.1 rad, while
other parameters such as state-of-polarization (SOP) resolution and accu-
racy are well below this limit, < 0.01 rad and < 0.002 rad respectively. A
common performance parameter in quantum communication applications
is the quantum bit error ratio (QBER). QBER is defined as the number of
correct sorted qubits to the number of detected qubits in the proper mea-
suring bases, thus correct and wrong sorted qubits [25, 108]. The relation
between the QBER and the error angle follows a squared cosine function
as QBER= 1−cos2 (∆). The upper error angle of 0.2 rad corresponds to
3.95% QBER, while an improved driving strategy could achieve 0.1 rad
or 1% QBER. Most quantum protocols run with QBERs lower than 11%,
thus the performance achieved is compliant with quantum key distribu-
tion protocols and validates the system to be used in free-space quantum
communication links.
5.4 Receiver optical system
The telescope is a F/10 Meade LX200-ACF catadioptric telescope mounted
on a motorized Alt/Az mount for pointing/tracking. The 200 mm aperture
of the telescope matches the diameter of the transmitter signal beam at 1
Km distance. As a result, the geometrical loss is minimum, 2 dB. Be-
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yond the focal plane of the telescope, the signal beam is collimated by
a lens producing an output optical beam 3 mm in diameter. The tele-
scope has an effective focal length of 750 mm. With this configuration,
the angular size of the pixels of the CCD camera are comparable to the
optical angular resolution of the galvo scanner. The field-of-view (FOV)
is 0.78◦x 0.64◦which corresponds to a rectangular area of 14x11 m at a
distance of 1 km. The telescope has an axially symmetric design which
allows to reduce polarization aberrations [109]. It is equipped with two
beacon lasers, to provide information about the spatial orientation with
respect the transmitter. Furthermore, an automatic tracking system using
the internal stepper-motors of the telescope was developed.
The collimated output of the telescope impinges on a 45◦oriented mir-
ror on a kinematic mount to correctly point the beams to the polariza-
tion receiver module and the telescope tracking sub-system. The tracking
is based on processing the imaged beacon, from the transmitter, using a
CCD and a fast DSP.
5.4.1 Polarization receiver module
The polarization receiver module is responsible to decode the polarization
state of the received qubits, known as Bob module. A Galilean beam
expander (GBE) is placed outside the Bob module to match the input
optical beam diameter to the beam diameter required by the free-space
to fiber couplers of the multimode fiber-coupled single-photon avalanche
photodiodes (SAPDs).
A compact modular design was built based in optical optimization
and mechanical model design, shown in Fig. 5.5. The input optical beam
is 3 mm in diameter (1/e2), 851nm operational wavelength and < 3 nm
bandwidth FWHM. The input signal is in the single-photon regime en-
coded in polarization (+45◦, −45◦, circular right and circular left polar-
ization states). The detectors are multimode-fiber coupled with 62.5µm
core FC/PC connector. Polarization beam splitter cubes are not used be-
cause although they present enough polarization extinction ratio (PER) in
the transmission branch (200:1), they usually have low PER (20:1) for the
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reflection branch. Instead, Wollaston prism present high PER (10000:1)
for both polarizations. A Wollaston prism is composed of two geomet-
rically identical wedges of quartz or calcite (which are birefringent, or
doubly-refracting materials) cut in a way that their optical axes are ori-
ented perpendicular when they are cemented together to form the prism.
The ordinary ray in the first half of the prism becomes the extraordinary
ray in the second half, and vice versa [110]. Therefore, the two output
beams in a Wollaston polarizer exit with a beam deviation from normal.
(a) Optical design. (b) Opto-mechanical design.
Figure 5.5: Bob system design. (BPS) denotes band-pass filter, (IF) inter-
ference filter, (BS) beamsplitter, (QWP) quarter-wave plate, (HWP) half-
wave plate, (W) wollaston prism, (M) mirror, (L) lens coupler, (MMF)
multimode fiber, (SS) shutter signal and (S) shutter. (a) Optical system
optimization using Zemax software. (b) Opto-mechanical design for cor-
rect placement, alignment and reliability. Overall size is < 20x20x10 cm3
and < 6 kg weight.
The most important parameter in order to build a high performance
Bob module is to achieve a high PER (> 20 dB) and just almost as impor-
tant is to have a high coupling ratio (> 90%). Since the beam is collimated
and there are no focusing lenses in the system, the precision-alignment-
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demanding component are the fiber couplers, specially in tilt adjustment.
Once aligned, the maximum permitted changes have been identified to be
0.02◦and 500µm for the input beam.
Mechanical box
The polarization receiver module was built in a custom aluminum box at-
tached to the output of the telescope, shown in Fig. 5.5(b). The box is
light-weight and closed to avoid surrounding light and the qubits are cou-
pled to output MMFs. The MMF were covered with black-out material to
avoid light into the output MMF fibers which reach the detectors.
The temperature range for space application requires parameters and
functional stability in the range from −55 to +125◦C. The worst case, in
terms of first approximation of thermal expansion, is taking the largest di-
mension of the base (116mm) and the maximum allowed displacement for
a collimator 1.7mm. Considering space requirements, the thermal expan-
sion coefficient has to be smaller than αT < 150 · 10−6 K−1. Aluminum
has a thermal expansion coefficient of αT = 23 · 10−6 K−1.
The mechanical box is made of aluminum with black absorptive ma-
terial in the inside walls and the aluminum color for the outside in order
to reflect as maximum the incident light and have less thermal expansion.
The buried beds on the base have a depth of 250− 300µm. Special atten-
tion is taken to prevent the surrounding light from entering the closed box
by placing the base on a larger base with screw-holes at the ends to screw
the encapsuling cover.
5.5 Data synchronization and processing
The received qubits decoded in polarization are sent through MMF to the
detection electronics, Fig, 5.6(a). The receiving electronics were assem-
bled in a portable rack mount, shown in Fig. 5.6(b). A four channel
single-photon avalanche photodiode (SAPD) detects the received qubits
and generates a time accurate pulse to the timetagging unit (TTU) inde-
pendently for each channel. The TTU detects with 78.125 ps time reso-
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lution the edge of the pulses generated by the detectors and timestamps
the detections. Data is temporally stored in an internal FIFO memory
consisting of the pair (channel,timestamp). Data is continuously dump to
the computer through direct memory access (DMA) feature at 10 Msps
(stamps per second).
(a) Receiver system. (b) Receiver system electronics.
Figure 5.6: Receiver system assembled in a portable rack. (QUAD
SAPD) denotes a four channel single-photon avalanche photodiodes,
(TTU) timetagging unit, (DSP) digital signal processor, (SD) optical shut-
ter driver and (BD) beacon driver. A protection logic circuit was added to
the QUAD SAPD to avoid burning off the detectors if too much light goes
into. The protection system shuts down the SAPDs module and closes the
optical shutter at the polarization receiver.
Most of the computational processing of the data is performed on the
computer, while the DSP handles the fast fine tracking of the telescope.
5.5.1 Data synchronization
Data synchronization is continuously performed in-line, not requiring dead
times for processing, implementing the detected photon signal driven
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clocks technique. The algorithm requires an initial synchronization se-
quence known to Alice and Bob (public) to find the initial ∆T and relative
frequency difference ∆u.
Initially, ∆T (1 + ∆u) is unknown but the term can be effectively re-
trieved by computing the cross correlation between the detected and orig-
inal sequence of length Ta. Typically, the time gate window is τc = 1
ns, the detector jitter τd = 500 ps and Rb = 1.5 Mbps expected signal
detection rate. In order to estimate the center of the time differences, with
an uncertainty δτc = 0.1 ns (one order of magnitude better than the τc
window), it is needed to average n time differences given by
n =
(
τd
2
√
2 ln 2δτd
)2
+ 1 ≈ 6 (5.3)
where σ is the standard deviation of the jitter, that assuming that the jit-
ter has a Gaussian time distribution statistics, is related to the jitter as
τd = 2
√
2 ln 2σ. To maintain two clocks synchronized within τc after a
τe, a relative frequency difference lower than τc/τe is required. Thus, for
a time period of n/Rb = 4µs, the clock should not drift such that an event
leaves the time window, which translates into a relative frequency differ-
ence accuracy given by τc/(n/Rb) = 250 ppm, achievable with crystal
oscillators.
Then, the algorithm has to correctly estimate ∆T and ∆u separately.
First, ∆u is estimated by computing the relation (∆T1 −∆T2) /Ts be-
tween two sequences of length Ta separated in time by Ts. Once δu is
known, timestamps can be corrected for the frequency drift (1 + ∆u) and
∆T computed. ∆T needs to be known to a better uncertainty than the
time gate window (1 ns).
Synchronization on moving platforms
On a moving platform, there will be varying Doppler shifts which change
the frequency difference ∆u and the time offset ∆T , but can be tracked
and corrected for.
In the limit where the speed of the wave is much greater than the
relative speed of the source and observer (the case with electromagnetic
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waves, light), the relationship between observed frequency f and emitted
frequency f0 is given by
f =
(
1− vs,r
c
)
f0 (5.4)
where vs,r is the velocity of the source relative to the receiver (negative
when the source is moving towards the receiver, positive when moving
away), c is the speed of light. Thus, the frequency change is given by
∆f = −vs,r
c
f0 (5.5)
Considering satellite motion (±3 − 5 km/s), which would be the ex-
treme situation of interest, the relative frequency difference change is of
13.33 ppm. Given an emitted frequency of f0 = 100 MHz, the frequency
change is f = 1.3 KHz.
Considering the synchronization requirements shown before and con-
sidering satellite motion, the relative frequency difference is increased by
13.33 ppm. This extra relative frequency difference, together with the
maximum relative frequency difference due to standard crystals oscilla-
tors (100 ppm), is lower than the maximum acceptable frequency differ-
ence 250 ppm. Moreover, the gate window should be enlarged only by
177.3 ps.
5.5.2 Data processing
The QKD transmission follows the protocol scheme shown in Fig. 5.7.
First, the transmitter is calibrated, both for the source devices as well as
for the link polarization control sub-system. In parallel, the transmitter
and the receiver are oriented to point each other. Then, the tracking is
turned on and the synchronization data sequence is transmitted, insure
success. Finally, the random secure QKD data sequence is sent.
Since neither the source nor the link polarization control have contin-
uous calibration, the QKD transmission is stopped after a certain time.
Again, the whole procedure is repeated but the tracking algorithm runs
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Figure 5.7: QKD transmission protocol scheme. First the transmitter is
calibrated while initial pointing for the tracking is carried out. Then,
the tracking is turned on and the synchronization sequence is transmit-
ted first and then the random secure QKD data. Due to calibration drifts
at the transmitter, the whole procedure is repeated indefinitely, although
the tracking is continuously running.
continuously. Each, complete procedure lasts 15 minutes. Source cal-
ibration takes 4 minutes, synchronization sequence 1 minute and QKD
transmission 10 minutes.
In faint pulse source systems, it is convenient to compute clock syn-
chronization and QKD reconciliation at the transmitter. Mainly because
the receiver has detected much less qubits than those sent by the trans-
mitter. Hence, the classical channel data transmission requirements are
lower. Furthermore, it is practical to encode the timetag information in a
compressed Poisson rate-dependent algorithm [111, 112]. This is partic-
ularly interesting in ground-to-satellite applications, where the downlink
transmission speed is strongly limited or the available transit time of the
satellite reduced.
5.6 Summary
An automatic calibrated faint pulse source based on LiNbO3 modulators
has been assembled and incorporated in a complete free-space optical
transmitter system. Also, it has been demonstrated a steerable optical
system based on a feed-forward control with decoupled control of the po-
larization state. It is possible to assemble the system from commercially
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available components. The system is able to compensate the particular
galvo polarization transformation which depends on the pointing direc-
tion and the relative orientation rotation of the receiver.
A complete receiving system, considering the optics and the electron-
ics, has been assembled. The clock synchronization technique relies on
the detected photons clock driving technique because it is more robust,
reliable and straight forward to implement. Otherwise a pilot signal syn-
chronization technique can be though as the back-up solution or even can
be concurrent with the detected photons clock driving algorithm. Finally,
a simple QKD transmission protocol has been proposed considering the
technical performances of the involved transmitter and receiver assem-
bled.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
QKD has been routinely demonstrated across optical fiber links of more
than 200 km, and over 144 km line-of-sight free-space links, establish-
ing the feasibility of ground-to-satellite quantum communication. QKD
is well-aligned with the trend toward increasing capacity of optical fiber
networks through greater transparency. This raises the possibility that
quantum cryptography could be incorporated into future networks to pro-
vide security at the physical layer level for new applications.
This thesis has explored new schemes of faint pulse sources (FPSs) for
free-space QKD. First, two polarization-encoded high-speed sources suit-
able for Space have been demonstrated. Following the extensive work on
direct laser diode modulation, a novel random number generator scheme
has been invented. The device is simple, fast and highly competitive so-
lution for true random number generation. Finally, initial work on the im-
plementation of a complete QKD system for mobile platforms has been
carried out.
The work in Chapter 2 demonstrates implementation of FPSs with
commercially available optical devices. The source is based on waveg-
uide LiNbO3 modulators. LiNbO3 modulators definitely allow to reach
transmission speeds higher than 40 Gbps, until technical impairments de-
crease the performance achieved with the source. Also, advanced calibra-
tion techniques are required for long-term operation which increase the
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overall cost and complexity of the source.
A much simpler and robust FPS is described in Chapter 3. It is based
on semiconductor optical amplifiers which select which output polariza-
tion state is transmitted. This scheme achieves a very high QBER per-
formance, despite the high number of optical components and devices
required and the assembly of a custom opto-mechanical mount.
Together with the sources work, a new true random number generator
(TRNG) has been designed and implemented in Chapter 4. It is based
on extraction of random bits from vacuum using optical-independent am-
plification. It has a high potential to gain a market share from classi-
cal RNG devices because it is simple, integrated and fast. Furthermore,
this research has initiated a ERC-funded project, called MAMBO. The
project aims at developing a QRNG product which outperforms current
commercial solutions, in particular, increasing the generation speed and
identifying the ultimate limitations of the invented scheme.
Finally, the work in Chapter 5 presents work towards a convenient
implementation of a complete QKD system for mobile platforms, such
as in ground-to-satellite links. An automatically calibrated FPS source
has been assembled in a light-weight transmitter system for convenient
integration in a highly dynamic mobile platform. A fundamental as-
pect of this system is the capacity to overcome the technical issues of
polarization-encoded communication in a changing polarization-reference-
frame system. The control of the polarization state of a signal while the
beam is steered in real time has been successfully demonstrated. Future
work will include the final engineering of the different parts of the re-
ceiver. A research effort for the whole link experiment will definitely
contribute to enhance current QKD technologies and advance the field of
quantum communication in free-space.
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